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Abstract

Using a nested multiple-case study of participating ventures, directors, and
mentors of eight of the original U.S. accelerators, we explore how accelerators’
program designs influence new ventures’ ability to access, interpret, and pro-
cess the external information needed to survive and grow. Through our induc-
tive process, we illuminate the bounded-rationality challenges that may plague
all ventures and entrepreneurs—not just those in accelerators—and identify the
particular organizational designs that accelerators use to help address these
challenges, which left unabated can result in suboptimal performance or even
venture failure. Our analysis revealed three key design choices made by accel-
erators—(1) whether to space out or concentrate consultations with mentors
and customers, (2) whether to foster privacy or transparency between peer
ventures participating in the same program, and (3) whether to tailor or
standardize the program for each venture—and suggests a particular set of
choices is associated with improved venture development. Collectively, our
findings provide evidence that bounded rationality challenges new ventures dif-
ferently than it does established firms. We find that entrepreneurs appear to
systematically satisfice prematurely across many decisions and thus broadly
benefit from increasing the amount of external information searched, often by
reigniting search for problems that they already view as solved. Our study also
contributes to research on organizational sponsors by revealing practices that
help or hinder new venture development and to emerging research on the lean
start-up methodology by suggesting that startups benefit from engaging in
deep consultative learning prior to experimentation.
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A fundamental challenge for new ventures is accessing, interpreting, and pro-
cessing the information needed to recognize and realize an opportunity
(Stinchcombe, 1965; Artinger and Powell, 2016). Although critical for new ven-
ture development (Posen and Chen, 2013; Foss, Lyngsie, and Zahra, 2015),
processing external information is challenging for new ventures because ven-
ture founders—like all individuals—are prone to boundedly rational behavior
(Camerer and Lovallo, 1999; Eggers and Song, 2015; Hallen and Pahnke, 2016).
Bounded rationality refers to the idea that although individuals and organiza-
tions aim to be rational in their decision making, their ability to do so is ham-
pered by imperfect information and limits in their ability to gather, interpret, and
process new knowledge (Simon, 1955; March and Simon, 1958). According to
Simon (1955), boundedly rational executives search to generate alternative
solutions or ideas until the forecasted performance of an alternative exceeds
aspiration levels. But executives are prone to information processing limita-
tions, including cognitive biases (Tversky and Kahneman, 1974; Kahneman,
Slovic, and Tversky, 1982; Nickerson, 1998), which left unabated can result in
settling on suboptimal solutions.

The Carnegie School has explored how organizations are designed to attenu-
ate the negative effects of executives’ bounded rationality (see Gavetti,
Levinthal, and Ocasio, 2007, for a review). Organizations choose designs—
‘‘explicit efforts to improve organizations’’ (Dunbar and Starbuck, 2006: 171)—
that reduce cognitive complexity for executives so as to improve firm-level
information processing accuracy and speed (Simon, 1947). For example, organi-
zations hierarchically subdivide tasks and information processing (Chandler,
1977). This allows individuals at lower levels of the hierarchy to focus on a nar-
rower set of concerns, while allowing individuals higher in the hierarchy to
focus on decisions that span their subunits and to direct the attention of sub-
units (March and Simon, 1958; Sah and Stiglitz, 1986; Gaba and Joseph, 2013).
Firms further improve cognitive processing for executives by adopting designs
that promote specialization (Cyert and March, 1963; Grant, 1996) and
routines—standardized sequences of activities that are developed over time to
increase speed and reliability (Nelson and Winter, 1982). Overall, the Carnegie
School suggests that organizations choose designs such that information is
accessed, aggregated, and coordinated throughout the firm to decrease the
cognitive demands on individuals while improving firm-level decision making.

Despite the wealth of research on bounded rationality, it is not clear how
well it applies to new ventures. First, extant work is generally set in large,
established firms (e.g., Kownatzki et al., 2013; Foss, Lyngsie, and Zahra, 2015)
or is based on simulations of large organizations (Carley and Lin, 1997; Lin and
Carley, 1997; Rivkin and Siggelkow, 2003; Siggelkow and Rivkin, 2005;
Knudsen and Levinthal, 2007). This leaves open questions about how new ven-
tures address the bounded rationality of their founders, especially given the
many novel and complex decisions that new ventures face and their limited
ability to use recognized mechanisms such as hierarchy or routines. Second,
the Carnegie School and related research focuses on solutions to mitigate
bounded rationality within the boundaries of the firm and so pays less attention
to solutions that may lay outside of the firm (Gavetti, Levinthal, and Ocasio,
2007), such as those that might be provided by organizational sponsors like
venture capitalists, government agencies, science parks, incubators, or accel-
erators. Yet by simultaneously working with multiple ventures while remaining
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external to focal firms, organizational sponsors may marshal different mechan-
isms for mitigating bounded rationality in new ventures.

We leverage a novel organizational sponsor, accelerator programs, to
address these gaps. Accelerators are short-term, limited duration, cohort-based
educational programs for nascent ventures. Accelerator programs like Y
Combinator and Techstars have become increasingly prevalent in the entrepre-
neurial landscape, and a third of all ventures raising ‘‘Series A’’ venture capital
in the U.S. in 2015 had previously been through an accelerator (Pitchbook,
2016). Important from a theoretical perspective, all accelerators try to transmit
large amounts of information in a short period through intensive interactions
with mentors, potential customers, program directors, guest speakers, and
other entrepreneurs. Such intensive access to information is likely to amplify
the challenges of entrepreneurs’ bounded rationality by increasing the volume
of information to be considered, processed, and interpreted (Simon, 1973; Lin
and Carley, 1997). While accelerator programs universally provide access to
external information by embedding ventures in information-rich environments,
it is not clear what designs accelerators use to structure that information in
ways that could help new ventures overcome their founders’ bounded rational-
ity and whether differences in the ways accelerators seek to help their foun-
ders overcome bounded rationality are associated with different venture
outcomes. As prior research on both mitigating bounded rationality in new ven-
tures and on accelerator designs is limited, we use an inductive theory-building
approach and exploit rich qualitative data from the participating ventures, direc-
tors, and mentors of eight of the original U.S. accelerators to fill this gap.

MITIGATING BOUNDED RATIONALITY IN NEW VENTURES

Bounded rationality builds on three tenets that are critical for our research.
First, bounded rationality holds that individuals often have incomplete and par-
tially inaccurate information, such that individuals neither have all relevant
knowledge nor do they necessarily know where their mental maps are inaccu-
rate (Simon, 1947, 1955; Gavetti and Levinthal, 2000). Second, bounded ration-
ality holds that individuals are cognitively constrained and are therefore
‘‘cognitive misers’’ (Fiske and Taylor, 1991) who often engage in ‘‘satisficing’’
(Simon, 1955), whereby they stop further search when an alternative appears
‘‘good enough.’’ Third, bounded rationality holds that decision making is often
systematically subject to common cognitive biases, such as confirmation bias
whereby individuals overemphasize information that is consistent with their
beliefs and discount information that contradicts their beliefs, availability bias
whereby individuals rely on information that is easy to access, and social proof
whereby individuals look to the actions of others to determine how to act
(Tversky and Kahneman, 1974; Fiske and Taylor, 1991, Rao, Greve, and Davis,
2001).

While bounded rationality primarily focuses on the limitations of individual
actors within the firm, the Carnegie School also considers how organizations
mitigate the potentially adverse effects of boundedly rational individuals. It sug-
gests that organizations design information architectures using hierarchy
(Simon, 1947; March and Simon, 1958; Sah and Stiglitz, 1986; Jacobides,
2007), specialization (Cyert and March, 1963; Grant, 1996), and routines, rules,
and standard operating procedures (Nelson and Winter, 1982). These
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information architectures help coordinate knowledge throughout the organiza-
tion and reduce the cognitive processing required of individuals (Knudsen and
Levinthal, 2007; Csaszar and Eggers, 2013). The organizational designs sug-
gested by extant work, however, are often unavailable to new ventures as they
are generally too small to take advantage of hierarchy and related specialization
and too unstable and inexperienced to have established routines and standar-
dized rules (Mintzberg, 1989; Uzzi, 1997). Overall, while a mature body of
research details the ways large, established organizations mitigate bounded
rationality within their firms, less is known about how new ventures do so.

Entrepreneurial managers differ from managers in established firms in both
the type and frequency of boundedly rational behavior (Busenitz and Barney,
1997). First, new venture founders often have limited accumulated knowledge,
which can cause them to misinterpret or inappropriately generalize feedback
(Eggers and Song, 2015). Lack of accumulated knowledge also requires new
ventures to access much knowledge beyond their boundaries (Posen and
Chen, 2013), which can be particularly difficult for inexperienced ventures to
absorb (Cohen and Levinthal, 1990). Second, new ventures have underdeve-
loped networks (Hallen, 2008), which may lead to inefficiencies in information
processing. For example, Hallen and Pahnke (2016) showed that new ventures’
sparse networks limit an entrepreneur’s ability to accurately assess the quality
of potential venture capital investors. Third, new ventures often pursue
novel opportunities, such that not only is the knowledge of the founders
incomplete, but some requisite knowledge may not exist at all (Eisenhardt
and Schoonhoven, 1990; Shane, 2000; Eesley, Hsu, and Roberts, 2014).
Fourth, founders’ psychological ownership of ideas may constrain adaptation if
feedback on a venture’s plans is interpreted as also threatening founders’ per-
sonal identities (Grimes, 2017). Finally, new ventures have little or no historical
performance and often lack a suitable industry peer group, making it difficult to
know where to set aspiration levels or when to stop search. Moreover, since
new firms need to make many core decisions, and the effects of those deci-
sions are likely to persist due to imprinting and path dependency, mitigating
bounded rationality is critical for new ventures. Collectively, these arguments
suggest that if not allayed, bounded rationality might have an oversized and dur-
able effect on new ventures.

Organizational Sponsors

Most research on mitigating bounded rationality focuses on solutions that are
inside the firm’s boundaries (see Uzzi, 1997, for an exception). Consequently,
little is known about solutions that are outside the firm, a research focus that is
particularly germane for new ventures given their scarce resources, including
immature organizational structures, lack of experience, and sparse networks.
Organizational sponsors provide resources, including information, to new ven-
tures, and so how they structure the provision of these resources may help
ventures with information processing challenges associated with bounded
rationality. Like others, we define organizational sponsorship as the ‘‘interven-
tion by government agencies, business firms, and universities to create an
environment conductive to the birth and survival of organizations’’ (Flynn, 1993:
129). This definition encompasses different types of sponsors, including incuba-
tors, science parks, universities, government programs, franchisors, and
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venture capital investors (Phan, Siegel, and Wright, 2005; Rothaermel and
Thursby, 2005a; Shane, 2012; Amezcua et al., 2013; Dutt et al., 2015;
Armanios et al., 2017). Research shows that sponsors provide new ventures
with legitimacy via certification, help them develop capacities (Armanios et al.,
2017), and provide access to knowledge in the local environment (Amezcua
et al., 2013).

While research shows that sponsors such as incubators provide resources
and information to ventures, including office space, connections to business
services such as legal services and accounting, introductions to local busi-
nesses, and sometimes licenses to university-developed technology (Allen and
McCluskey, 1990; Hackett and Dilts, 2004), it has not yet examined how spon-
sors effectively address the cognitive limitations of venture founders.
Rothaermel and Thursby (2005a) found that knowledge flows between the
sponsor and participating ventures are significant predictors of ventures’ perfor-
mance, but since they examined ventures at only one sponsor, they did not
explore how different sponsors’ designs might influence ventures’ ability to
access information from the sponsor. Moreover, while research shows that
incubators create information-rich environments that can link ventures to the
local ecosystem, it also shows that incubators differ in the survival rate of parti-
cipating ventures due to the interplay of differences in which services are
offered and the density of local entrepreneurial activity (Amezcua et al., 2013).
Existing empirical work thus leaves open questions about how organizational
sponsors’ designs might help ventures process available information and which
designs might be more effective than others.

Research on venture capitalists (VCs) contends that they also help facilitate
learning and the improvement of ventures. For instance, investors may help
provide advice on operations and strategy (Pahnke, Katila, and Eisenhardt,
2015; Garg and Eisenhardt, 2017), professionalize roles and internal operations
(Hellmann and Puri, 2002), and offer connections to customers, suppliers, and
other investors that may further help ventures learn (Hsu, 2006; Hallen, 2008;
Hallen and Eisenhardt, 2012). Like the research on incubators, this research
indicates that such advising ultimately aids ventures’ development, but that
venture capitalists vary substantially in their ability to improve ventures’ out-
comes (Sørensen, 2007; Fitza, Matusik, and Mosakowski, 2009). While this
research suggests that differences in VCs’ impact tend to be persistent, it
leaves open questions about how VCs might differ in the way they structure
information provided to entrepreneurs or how such differences lead to variance
in ventures’ outcomes. Overall, the question of how organizational sponsors
may be designed to help new ventures better mitigate bounded rationality
remains largely unanswered.

Research Context

Our research setting is accelerators—an increasingly prevalent and important
part of the entrepreneurial landscape. Accelerators seek to aid the develop-
ment of early-stage ventures by providing intensive mentoring and education
over short, fixed-length periods to cohorts of ventures (Cohen, 2013; Cohen
and Hochberg, 2014). Prominent examples include Y Combinator (Silicon
Valley), Techstars (Boulder, Boston, Seattle, London, and elsewhere), and
AngelPad (San Francisco and New York). An estimated 6,000 startups have
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participated in 650 accelerators and have collectively raised over $30B in capi-
tal.1 As noted earlier, a third of all ventures raising ‘‘Series A’’ venture capital in
the U.S. in 2015 had previously been through an accelerator (Pitchbook, 2016).

The first accelerator, Y Combinator, was founded in 2005 by Paul Graham,
who founded it after delivering a speech about how to start a company to a
group of undergraduate students at the Harvard Computer Society. During his
speech, Graham suggested that the budding entrepreneurs seek funding from
successful entrepreneurs, like him, who had technology backgrounds and could
provide advice in addition to money. When the students turned to Graham as a
potential investor, he immediately added, ‘‘Not me,’’ but later decided to invest
in a batch of eight startups (Lee, 2006). At the time, Graham had limited experi-
ence as an angel investor, so he invited more-knowledgeable acquaintances to
speak to the group. According to Graham’s blog, batching investments pro-
vided unexpected economies, and thus he and three cofounders formed Y
Combinator, which continued to batch seed-stage investments and provide
advice to each group. Y Combinator was originally located in Cambridge, MA,
and later added a Silicon Valley program. Eventually, it closed the Cambridge
office and now offers two sessions annually in the Silicon Valley.

One of the first imitators was Techstars, which launched in 2007 with a spe-
cific purpose in mind: enhance the entrepreneurial community of Boulder, CO.
Techstars batched investments like Y Combinator did but added co-working
space and more intensive mentorship. Techstars now has 41 different pro-
grams, including vertical programs offered in conjunction with corporate part-
ners such as Amazon, Qualcomm, Target, Comcast, and Barclays. Over 1,300
ventures have participated in one of Techstars’ programs, including SendGrid,
the first accelerated venture to complete an IPO.

Unlike other types of investors, accelerators select ventures through an open
application process. Interested entrepreneurs submit a written application and
often a video providing information about themselves, their business idea, and
progress to date. Selected applicants are interviewed, initially via Skype and some-
times later in person (our fieldwork suggests that interviews at both stages are
only 10–20 minutes). The level of consideration given to teams prior to admission
is thus substantially limited relative to the typical due diligence of angels or venture
capital firms. Depending on the program, between 6 and 125 startup applicants
join each accelerator cohort. Although accelerators typically provide some capital to
participating ventures through equity investments, the sum is generally quite small
compared with the investments of most early-stage investors (Wiltbank and
Boeker, 2007; Kerr, Lerner, and Schoar, 2014). At the time of our study, a typical
accelerator invested $15,000 to $20,000 in two- to three-person startup teams, in
exchange for 6 to 8 percent equity.2 Participating startups often had an initial busi-
ness idea but usually had not yet received external financing.

Defining characteristics of accelerators are their focus on the quick and
intense transfer of information to a cohort of startups that start and end the
program together (Hallen, Cohen, and Bingham, 2016). The cohort-based struc-
ture contrasts with incubators in which ventures enter on an ongoing basis and

1 There are limited public data on accelerator programs (Hochberg, 2015). These statistics were

compiled using data from Crunchbase, accelerator websites, and confidential information provided

directly from accelerator directors.
2 www.seedrankings.com. Some currently offer larger investments via a convertible note.
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exit upon disbanding or outgrowing the incubator space, with average resi-
dency between three and five years (Rothaermel and Thursby, 2005b). Though
some incubators have recently modified their philosophies, historically they
have helped ventures conserve scarce resources by providing physical infra-
structure (office space, internet, printers, etc.) and professional services
(accounting, legal, etc.) for free or at discounted rates to participants over sev-
eral years (Hackett and Dilts, 2004; Rothaermel and Thursby, 2005b). In con-
trast, accelerators aim to accelerate ventures’ progress toward exit by
providing extensive information—both directly and indirectly through managing
directors, mentors, and peer ventures. One informant equated the experience
to ‘‘drinking water from a firehose.’’ To create substantial time pressure and
increase ventures’ motivation to learn quickly, accelerator programs organize
an impressive graduation event, most often a ‘‘Demo Day’’ when participating
ventures present to hundreds of investors, the press, and the local business
community. As another venture founder explained, ‘‘To be done by September
21st, 500 people get to see it, but if it’s done September 25th [no one sees
it].’’ This combination of intense additional information plus time pressure likely
amplifies the challenges of entrepreneurs’ bounded rationality, making it an
ideal context for exploring different approaches to structuring external knowl-
edge for entrepreneurs.

METHODOLOGY

We rely on an inductive, nested multiple-case study to generate novel theory
from data (Glaser and Strauss, 1967; Eisenhardt and Graebner, 2007; Zott and
Huy, 2007). Inductive methodologies are appropriate because we are exploring
a complex phenomenon that includes inter- and intra-organizational interactions
and because accelerators are novel and thus poorly understood but have the
potential to make important contributions to theory as well as the ‘‘grand chal-
lenge’’ of how to improve new ventures’ outcomes. Specifically, we use an
inductive multiple-case methodology because it is particularly effective in
research like ours that seeks to develop theory around the underlying relation-
ship between variance in organizational practices, processes, or designs and
variance in outcomes (Zott and Huy, 2007; Eisenhardt, Graebner, and
Sonenshein, 2016; Garg and Eisenhardt, 2017).

Multiple case studies have the added benefit of replication logic, leading to
more parsimonious theory than that developed using single cases (Yin, 2009;
Miles, Huberman, and Saldana, 2013). Our multiple-case, embedded design
allows us to identify variance across accelerator designs as well as outcomes.

Sample

Our sample includes eight U.S. accelerator programs, with 37 ventures nested
within the programs (see table 1 for our sample description; accelerator names
are disguised with pseudonyms taken from tree names). A strength of our
research design is that it nests informants at multiple levels of analysis (accel-
erator, venture, mentors), which helps explicate different accelerator designs
and link differences in designs to variance in venture outcomes. At the accel-
erator level of analysis, we follow similar multiple-case, inductive studies
(Davis and Eisenhardt, 2011; Hannah and Eisenhardt, 2017) that used a
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‘‘homogenous’’ sampling strategy to ensure all sampled accelerators had cer-
tain theoretically relevant antecedents (Miles, Huberman, and Saldana, 2013);
accordingly, we sampled accelerators with strong reputations and that were
pioneers (versus newer accelerators) (Battilana and Dorado, 2010).3 This sam-
pling strategy not only improves the odds of identifying early and potentially dis-
tinct organizational designs (Eisenhardt, 1989b; Siggelkow, 2007) but also helps
ensure ventures within these accelerators have a certain level of potential
(Davis and Eisenhardt, 2011).4 We further reduced extraneous factors by ensur-
ing that all sampled accelerators operated independently and not inside of
another type of organizational sponsor (e.g., incubators), were general-purpose
programs (versus focusing on a single industry vertical), and were founded by
individuals or small groups of individuals (vs. universities or corporations).
Overall, sampled accelerators had a similar goal to promote venture develop-
ment, making their ability to help founders efficiently and effectively mitigate
founders’ bounded rationality important. Given their shared goal of aiding high-
potential startups requiring minimal initial capital, all the accelerators in our
sample focused on information-technology startups.

We chose entrepreneur-informants in each accelerator using theoretically
driven, within-case sampling. Within-case sampling is used when individuals
are nested within a group, for example children within a classroom or patients
within a hospital. Within-case selection ‘‘should be driven by a conceptual

Table 1. Sample Description

Accelerator Description Data Collection from Accelerator

Accelerator

Founding

year

Venture

cohort size

Cohorts

per

year Location Duration* Interviews

Ventures

in

sample

Avg. venture

age in

months� Additional data

Alder < 2010 9–15 2 West 3 months 12 6 16.8 Site visit, three

books, blogs

Hickory 2010 9–15 1 Midwest 3 months (++) 8 5 18 Site visit

Fir 2010 9–15 2 West 10 weeks 6 5 10.8 Joint conference

attendance

Redwood < 2010 > 50 2 West 3 months (+) 7 6 20.6 Site visit, two

books, blogs

Birch 2011 9–15 2 East 3 months 6 3 10 Site visit

Pine 2012 < 8 1 West 3 months (+) 4 3 12.7 –

Chestnut 2010 < 8 Varies East 3 months 5 3 18.7 Site visit

Oak 2010 > 50 1 East 4 months (++) 8 6 16 Site visit

* Can start before (+); can stay past end (++).

� Average age, measured as the number of months from time the idea was conceived until the accelerator start

date.

3 We used Seed-DB and the Seed Accelerator Ranking Project to help assess an accelerator’s age

and reputation. Accelerators were scored based on early indicators, such as the amount of funding

raised by ventures and ventures’ survival rates. As is common in emerging industries, an accelera-

tor’s reputation was difficult to assess, and programs that were considered top programs often

dropped in subsequent rankings or even failed during our observation period.
4 We considered the geographical distribution of the programs as we drew our sample because we

did not want to oversample on West Coast programs.
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question, not by a concern for representativeness’’ (Miles, Huberman, and
Saldana, 2013: 33). We followed similar work and used polar sampling (Elsbach
and Kramer, 2003), which allowed us to explore whether ventures that had
better or worse performance described accelerator designs differently. Their
descriptions were highly similar.

Data Sources

Data were collected from retrospective and real-time sources (Eisenhardt and
Graebner, 2007; Yin, 2009), including transcribed semi-structured interviews;
e-mail correspondence for clarification and updates; site visits; attendance at
industry events; and archival data such as accelerator and startup websites,
blogs, LinkedIn profiles, trade publications, and funding databases like
Crunchbase and Seed-DB. We used archival data to supplement interviews and
obtain outcome data. Collecting data from multiple sources improves the relia-
bility and credibility of results (Yin, 2009) while site visits help enhance internal
validity by offering insight into the behaviors of those in or associated with
accelerator programs.

The primary source of data for this study is semi-structured interviews with
participating entrepreneurs (e.g., founders of ventures), accelerator directors
who run the programs, and mentors affiliated with each program. We con-
ducted approximately 70 interviews of between 45 and 90 minutes each. We
took several precautions to reduce bias. All interviews were recorded, tran-
scribed, and analyzed by two of the authors. All informants were guaranteed
anonymity and confidentiality to improve the integrity of responses. To improve
recall, we relied on informants who were highly involved with the focal accel-
erator. We followed courtroom style questioning and directed informants to
step through their program, beginning with the application process. We then
asked what happened between being accepted and starting the program. Next,
we asked what happened during the first day, week, month, and so on until
the end of the program. Chronologically recounting events helps reduce individ-
ual informant bias (Huber, 1985) while also allowing for comparability across
informants. Open-ended questions focused on different actors, such as direc-
tors, mentors, cohort members, and teammates. For example, we asked foun-
ders, ‘‘How, if at all, did you interact with your cohort?’’ We focused on facts,
such as the practices that the accelerator used, rather than opinion, to reduce
retrospective bias. We took several other steps to reduce bias: we triangulated
information provided by venture founders with information provided by men-
tors and directors; we supplemented interview data with information on com-
pany websites and in the press; and we ended interviews by gathering factual
information such as the number of employees hired and revenue earned. We
conducted additional interviews with industry pundits, investors, directors of
other accelerator programs, and venture founders who attended other accelera-
tor programs. We continued conducting interviews until responses no longer
added novel insights (Glaser and Strauss, 1967).

Data Analysis

Consistent with inductive research, we began data analysis with a broad lens,
seeking to understand what accelerators are and how they interact with
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ventures. We read magazine articles, stories in industry trade publications (e.g.,
TechCrunch), popular books, and blog entries written by accelerator directors
(e.g., Paul Graham of Y Combinator and Brad Feld of Techstars) and participat-
ing startup founders, and we spoke to members of the industry. After this
exploratory phase, two of the authors reviewed field notes, transcripts, and
other notes and jointly considered many perspectives. Initially we explored
how accelerators accelerate learning in new ventures. As we iterated between
data and theory, we realized that the bounded rationality of founders should
have prohibited ventures from effectively learning quickly. While this was true
at some accelerators, other accelerators seemed to overcome such challenges.
We thus refocused our inquiry and explored how some accelerators mitigate
founders’ bounded rationality.

We developed case histories for each accelerator and then compared each
case with the others to confirm or revise emergent theory (Eisenhardt, 1989b;
Eisenhardt and Graebner, 2007). One author coded the transcripts using
MaxQda (version 11.01), and the other coded them by hand. Each author
coded each transcript with first-order codes that indicated design elements
chronologically (e.g., pre-program, first month, second month, etc.), including
which actors were involved in each part of the program (e.g., mentors, foun-
ders). The authors then came together to create combined case histories. Each
case included detailed descriptions of events at each accelerator and examples
and quotes from the interviews. We triangulated information across informants
to verify design elements, sequences, and interactions, and in the rare case
when we could not triangulate with existing data, we sent e-mails to infor-
mants to clarify. We created extensive charts and tables, and whenever possi-
ble we included quantitative, factual data. We also used Excel and PowerPoint
software to organize and tabulate data, which included tables, flowcharts, and
timelines of each accelerator’s design elements. We then used the case his-
tories for within-case and cross-case analyses.

Because our research explores whether variance in accelerators’ designs
leads to variance in ventures’ outcomes, a key focus of our within- and
cross-case analyses was identifying differences across accelerator designs.
Here we drew on organizational design concepts from the organizational and
strategy literatures (Baldwin and Clark, 2000; Siggelkow, 2002). Drawing on
Siggelkow (2001), we define design elements as the basic building blocks
of an organizational design. Each design element reflects the inclusion or
absence of a practice, activity, policy, or structure. An organization’s
design is the complete description of that organization’s design elements.
Consistent with empirical research recognizing that interdependencies
among organizational design elements are often patterned (Rivkin and
Siggelkow, 2007), we focused much of our analysis on core design choices.
These core choices represent competing designs, with each choice suggest-
ing a different cluster of complementary design elements (i.e., practices,
activities, policies, or structures). As an example, we observed that one core
design choice the accelerators faced is whether to concentrate or space out
consultation—with concentrating suggesting one set of design elements and
spacing out an alternative set.

We next considered the impact of different accelerator designs by examining
variance in venture outcomes. We began this process by asking our managing
director informants how they measured success and triangulated using similar
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measures (Garg and Eisenhardt, 2017). Most of the directors responded that
the ultimate measure of success was profitable exits, either via IPOs or acquisi-
tions. Some also responded that revenue growth was a particularly important
early measure because it indicated whether the company had identified
product–market fit. These measures are broadly consistent with prior literature
(Rothaermel and Thursby, 2005a). We examined the impact of accelerators
among our informant ventures using similar short- and longer-term dimensions.
First, we calculated the percentage of informant ventures at each accelerator
that had over $25K in revenue one year after the program.5 Second, as part of
our wrap-up questions at the end of the interview we asked informants to rate
on a 7-point Likert scale how much they learned from key constituents (manag-
ing directors, mentors, and their startup peers); we included the average
response to indicate how much the venture learned from others during the pro-
gram. Third, we included qualitative statements indicating evidence of ventures
improving their information processing; this often took the form of refinements
to their business model or strategy. For example, a Fir founder said, ‘‘We went
into the program with a company [that] at its peak might be worth tens of mil-
lions, low tens of millions. . . . And we emerged with a company that realistically
has a good chance—if we execute correctly—of IPOing.’’ We then triangulated
the informants’ data with data from all of the ventures in each of the cohorts in
which our informants participated. Specifically, we measured the percentage of
ventures in each cohort that had exited via acquisition as of August 2017 (there
were no IPOs) (Hochberg, Ljungqvist, and Lu, 2007; Garg and Eisenhardt,
2017). Collectively, data across these different dimensions indicate that ven-
tures in Alder, Hickory, and Fir generally performed well, while the ventures in
Redwood and Birch performed more moderately. Our data show that the perfor-
mance of ventures in three other accelerators, Pine, Chestnut, and Oak, was
lower. Table 2 summarizes evidence of the accelerators’ performance in devel-
oping ventures, supported by quotes from informants. Informants are identified
by the initial letter of the accelerator, followed by an ‘‘A’’ if they were an accel-
erator director, ‘‘M’’ if they were a mentor, or a number if they were a venture
founder. When multiple accelerator directors or mentors were interviewed, we
assigned each one a sequential number.

After within-case analysis, we engaged in cross-case analysis, which cen-
tered on comparing ventures’ experiences across different accelerator pro-
grams. In both within-case and cross-case analyses we used replication logic to
confirm and develop emergent theory (Yin, 2009). As constructs (second-order
themes) emerged, we recoded the data and created tables with quantitative
information and illustrative quotes using the emergent constructs. We com-
pared constructs across accelerators, refining emerging theory as cross-case
analysis provided new insights.

5 We decided to use the percentage over a minimum threshold for several reasons. First some

accelerators had a single venture with a lot of revenue, and so averages did not always provide an

accurate assessment. Some ventures had a very small amount of revenue, which might be from

friends and family rather than from repeatable business processes, so using zero as the threshold

also seemed to be misleading. Thus we chose $25k as a threshold, though using $15,000 or

$35,000 as a threshold produces a largely similar table, changing only one venture’s (Oak’s) post-

program categorization (it moves from above to below the threshold at the higher level).
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Table 2. Evidence of Accelerator’s Impact on Venture Development

Accelerator

% Sales >

$25k post*
Avg. learning

from others� Qualitative evidence of venture development

% Ventures in

cohort that

are acquired`

Overall

assessment

Alder 50% 6.0 Significant venture development: Frequent business

model changes

Business model change: ‘‘The idea was very, very exciting

to people. [The feedback led us to] position our

technology in a different way. We offered it as an API or

as a white label platform.’’ (A3)

Business model change: ‘‘With the feedback that we got,

we were able to see that there was a missing solution for

more of a small and medium business market.’’ (A5)

Faster development: ‘‘It’s incredible that that evolution can

happen in such a period of time, and I don’t think anything

like that could have happened outside of Alder.’’ (A2)

42% Strong

Hickory 60% 5.8 Significant venture development: Frequent business

model changes

Business model change: ‘‘One of the first things we

learned was to never hold inventory.’’ (H2)

Business model change: ‘‘Probably 20 sessions in, every

single person but one had said we should be a data

business; so we decided we are going to be a data

business.’’ (H5)

Faster development: ‘‘It would have taken us a very long

time to answer these questions as well as we did in

Hickory, and we were able to do that very great work within

a matter of weeks instead of a matter of months.’’ (H5)

35% Strong

Fir 60% 5.25 Moderate venture development: Some business model

changes

Articulation and business model change: ‘‘Learn how to

explain our idea in a way that would be intelligible and

exciting to the investor community and to turn a product

into a business.’’ (F5)

Strategic thinking: ‘‘By forcing us to question key

assumptions about the business and the product, by

pushing back hard on things we said that didn’t hold.’’ (F2)

Faster development: ‘‘We went into the program with a

company [that] at its peak might be worth tens of millions,

low tens of millions. . . . And we emerged with a company

that realistically has a good chance if we execute correctly

of IPOing.’’ (F3)

30% Strong

Redwood 50% 5.15 Moderate venture development: Some business model

changes

Validate and refine business model: ‘‘We could have

designed the product totally around the idea of sorting and

filtering candidates. Building the fancy product would have

taken a really long time, but fortunately we learned it’s not

necessary.’’ (R4)

Business model change: ‘‘The way we were doing things

before, we didn’t have a lot of leverage with our customers

and we didn’t have much lock-in with them.’’ (R4)

Faster development: ‘‘In that 10 weeks you basically pack in

what could be the first few years of your company’s life.’’

(R7)

21% Moderate

(continued)
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EMERGENT THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK

Our data reveal that accelerators exhibited three core design choices that col-
lectively influence their approach to addressing entrepreneurs’ bounded ration-
ality. The three core design choices were (1) whether to space out or
concentrate consultations (consultation intensity ), (2) whether to foster private
or transparent disclosure (disclosure level ), and (3) whether to tailor or
standardize the program for each venture (extent of customization). Each
design choice was associated with a reinforcing set of design elements. For
example, all of the accelerators that spaced out consultations adopted a similar
set of design elements that encouraged ventures to space out interactions,
and all those that concentrated consultations adopted a different set of design
elements that encouraged ventures to concentrate them. Below, we describe
each core design choice and related design elements and then compare the
performance outcomes of accelerators with different core design choices. In
each instance, one core design choice was consistent with the prescriptions of

Table 2. (continued)

Accelerator

% Sales >

$25k post*
Avg. learning

from others� Qualitative evidence of venture development

% Ventures in

cohort that

are acquired`

Overall

assessment

Birch 0% 4.89 Limited venture development

Limited value: ‘‘It didn’t really change our path.’’ (B3)

Limited value: ‘‘Scoped the idea and made it more

focused’’ [the team ultimately reverted to initial idea]. (B3)

Limited value: ‘‘In hindsight we could have done more in

that timeframe.’’ (B3)

No development: ‘‘Firms aren’t changing.’’ (BA1)

19% Moderate

Pine 0% 4.67 Limited venture development

Limited value: ‘‘I don’t think it affected the business; I was

just trying to identify the best people and understand how

to utilize them best.’’ (P2)

No development: ‘‘We didn’t launch our product even during

[accelerator], so we’re still in the ramp up phase.’’ (P1)

11% Weak

Chestnut 0% 4.67 Limited venture development

Limited value: ‘‘We never really discovered [our business

model].’’ (C2)

Business model change: ‘‘We personally decided to pivot

from our initial business model to a completely different

one.’’ (C1)

Slow development: It took me 2 years to come to that

conclusion [to shut down].’’ (C1)

14% Weak

Oak 16% 4.17 No development

Limited value: ‘‘My sales didn’t increase as a result of

Oak.’’ (O1)

9% Weak

* Sales assessed across the sampled ventures for each accelerator. See methods section for details.

� Calculated as the average amount learned (on a 7-point Likert scale) by ventures from mentors, managing

directors, and peers in an accelerator program.

` Acquisitions as of 5/15/2017 for all ventures in each sampled cohort; there were no IPOs. Data from accelerator

directors and Crunchbase.
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extant literature and the other was not. Interestingly, it was the choice that
deviated from prior literature that best mitigated founders’ bounded rationality.
We draw on these patterns to build theory.

Consultation Intensity

Consistent with research on open innovation (Laursen and Salter, 2006; Foss,
Laursen, and Pedersen, 2010; Lakhani, Lifshitz-Assaf, and Tushman, 2013) and the
learning benefits of social networks (Powell, Koput, and Smith-Doerr, 1996; Yli-
Renko, Autio, and Sapienza, 2001), all accelerators encouraged ventures to consult
with customers and mentors about their products and businesses, and all had sim-
ilar types of mentors—including current and former entrepreneurs, corporate exec-
utives, potential suppliers, lawyers, accountants, and investors. Accelerators
varied, however, with respect to the intensity of such external consultations, one
core design choice. One group of accelerators encouraged ventures to space out
consultations with external sources, while the other group of accelerators encour-
aged ventures to temporally compress such consultations at the start of the pro-
gram. We thus define spaced-out consultation as those designs that lead ventures
to spread interactions with mentors and customers evenly over the course of the
program and concentrated consultation as those designs that lead ventures to gain
feedback in an intense period preceding implementation. We assessed design
choices about consultation intensity by the design elements that accelerators used
to manage consultations, mainly (1) the number of consultative interactions during
the program, (2) whether the interactions were scheduled by the venture or the
accelerator, and (3) whether accelerators concentrated consultations upfront or
spaced them out throughout the program. To help assess the impact of this
choice, we also provide qualitative evidence in table 3 of how entrepreneurs
engaged in search under each form of consultation.

Extant research suggests three key benefits to temporally spacing out con-
sultations. First, consultation that is spaced out may allow a complementary
interweaving of external advice with experimentation that would allow foun-
ders to iterate between learning from others about current plans and imple-
menting selected advice to test it (Ries, 2011). By spacing consultation out
over the program, ventures could complete many cycles of advice and testing.
Such designs may be especially beneficial for high-growth ventures as it might
allow them to develop unique insights about the novel elements of their oppor-
tunity (Gavetti and Rivkin, 2007). Second, temporally spacing out consultation
would allow for greater knowledge absorption, stemming from reduced infor-
mation overload and greater time for reflection and review after each external
interaction (Levitt and March, 1988; Dierickx and Cool, 1989). Finally, research
suggests that limiting consultative inputs may improve decisions by reducing
cognitive complexity (Mintzberg, 1973; Eisenhardt, 1989a).

Consistent with theory, several accelerators chose to space out external
consultations and adopted supporting design elements, such as assigning a sin-
gle mentor to meet with each team at regular intervals and providing a list of
mentors that ventures could contact as needed. Spacing out consultations also
allowed sufficient time between consultations for ventures to interweave con-
sultation with implementation. Chestnut provides an illustration. Startups at
Chestnut met with a handful of mentors over the three-month program, which
left ample time for ‘‘doing’’ product development between meetings. For
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Table 3. Consultation Intensity and Related Design Elements

Accelerator

Consultation-related Design Elements Qualitative evidence of

mitigating bounded

rationalityNumber of meetings Who schedules Consultation intensity

Alder 75 mentor meetings

and 200 customer

interactions

‘‘Talking to 200

customers.’’ (AA1)

Accelerator

‘‘[Alder] lined up a

number of

meetings.’’ (A1)

Concentrated upfront

‘‘That first month there

was very little coding

happening at any of the

companies.’’ (A5)

‘‘Rather than just

building, go out and

actually ask people if

they’ll use it first.’’ (A3)

Encouraged broad,

simultaneous search

‘‘We were really struggling

with conflicting advice our

lead mentors were giving

us.’’ (A2)

‘‘With the feedback that we

got, we were able to see

that there was a missing

solution for more of a small

and medium business

market.’’ (A5)

Hickory 65–75 mentor

meetings, less

mention of customers

‘‘We had 145 mentors

who came in, and did

740 individual

meetings.’’ (HA1)

Accelerator

‘‘We set up 610 blind

dates and let it roll.’’

(HA1)

Concentrated upfront

‘‘You are over

strategizing and under

executing.’’ (H2)

‘‘It was just a lot of

feedback and very little

doing.’’ (H1)

Encouraged broad,

simultaneous search

‘‘The [benefit is] clutter that

comes from all mentors

giving you too much

advice.’’ (H3)

Fir About 30 mentor

meetings, intensive

meetings with

managing directors

and many customer

interactions

‘‘I spoke to 140

[customers], including

50 on the phone.’’ (F3)

‘‘A small group of

mentors.’’ (FA1)

Combination

Accelerator brings

mentors in, startups

sign up

Concentrated upfront

‘‘Spent five weeks not

building product but

just describing what

our product would

become.’’ (F5)

‘‘Don’t write any codes,

just be talking to your

customers and figure

out a better way.’’

(FA1)

‘‘Feedback on paper

prototypes, description

of workflows.’’ (F2)

Encouraged broad,

simultaneous search

‘‘[Mentors] give you

conflicting opinions

because then, you use all

those as data points for

you to actually figure out

where you’re going.’’ (F3)

‘‘Really, really, really figuring

out why are you building

this? Who are you building

it for? What are you

actually building? That was

huge and that was directly

from the advisors.’’ (F3)

Redwood 10–12 meetings with

managing directors,

meetings with

mentors as needed,

and frequent

customer interactions

‘‘We were talking to

customers about our

product from very early

stage.’’ (R1)

Combination

‘‘They help with

introductions.’’ (R3)

Somewhat spaced out

‘‘They expect you to

spend the first month

at home alone, writing

code.’’ (R3)

Encouraged deep search

‘‘We could have designed

the product around the

idea of sorting and filtering

candidates . . . but

fortunately we learned

(from customers) that it’s

not necessary.’’ (R4)

‘‘[MDs] brought up things

you didn’t see. . . . We

should be taking his

feedback, but it was

confusing to combine that

with what we know.’’ (R7)

(continued)
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Table 3. (continued)

Accelerator

Consultation-related Design Elements Qualitative evidence of

mitigating bounded

rationalityNumber of meetings Who schedules Consultation intensity

Birch Mentor meetings

optional but

encouraged; most

ventures had a few

interactions with

potential customers

‘‘Usually once a week.’’

(B2)

Combination

‘‘The office manager

would post a

schedule.’’ (B3)

‘‘We have access to

300 other mentors

[whom we could

contact].’’ (B2)

Somewhat

concentrated

‘‘Hours would go by and

you wouldn’t get stuff

done related to your

core business [because

you would be

consulting others].’’

(B1)

‘‘It’s ok if you lose a day

of coding [while

consulting others]

because the next four

days of coding are

going to be a little more

structured.’’ (B2)

Encouraged broad,

simultaneous search

‘‘So the first month mentors

are more product focused

whereas the second month

they’re giving you

marketing distribution

strategy and then it’s

meeting a lot of investors.’’

(B2)

Pine Roughly one mentor

meeting per day;

inconsistent customer

interactions (some

teams more than

others)

‘‘Less proactive about

forcing their expertise

and resources upon

us.’’ (P1)

Accelerator

provides a list of

mentors

‘‘[The list of mentors]

was a bit

overwhelming. [It

took a long time to

contact mentors.]’’

(P2)

Spaced out

‘‘And for the next 24

hours, we as a team

had to sprint to how

we can apply that to

our. . . . The next day,

we’d have the next

mentor and we’d do it

again.’’ (P1)

More moderate use of

consultation, sequential

‘‘They have to learn stuff the

hard way, rather than

letting us tell them.’’ (PA1)

‘‘A lot of meetings really to

me were a complete waste

of time.’’ (P3)

Chestnut Fewer than 10 mentor

meetings, little

mention of customers

‘‘Met with our main

person twice.’’ (C2)

Accelerator intro to

one mentor, a list

of others

‘‘60 different

mentors [on the

list].’’ (C1)

Spaced out

‘‘You’re working really

on your product.’’ (CA1)

‘‘Every 2 weeks we had

a new project we were

building on all the way

up until Demo Day.’’

(C2)

More moderate use of

consultation

‘‘We asked [mentors] to

give us advice on very

specific things.’’ (C3)

‘‘Chat with [Mentor] from

anywhere 30 minutes to an

hour and do that on a

weekly basis.’’ (C1)

Oak Roughly four meetings

with mentors, little

mention of customers

Accelerator

provides a list of

mentors

‘‘350 plus mentors

[on the list].’’ (AO1)

Spaced out

‘‘Almost everyone at

[Oak] at this point has

already seen an

opportunity, they’ve

shaped what they want

to do about it and now

they’re there actually

executing it and doing

it.’’ (O3)

More moderate use of

consultation

‘‘Work with your mentors to

define your goals, what

you want out of it and get

to know the mentors.’’

(AO1)
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example, one startup, which we call Chestnut-2, had raised a small amount of
money prior to relocating from the West to the East Coast to join the accelera-
tor program. The three-person team had ten meetings with mentors over the
course of the program, which left time to implement mentors’ advice between
meetings. The founder said, ‘‘You get a list of people that all want to be men-
tors for you and then you have your main person. We met with our main per-
son twice. . . . From there I had ongoing meetings, two meetings per mentor
throughout the summer, about 10 or so meetings across 5 to 6 mentors.’’

In contrast, another set of accelerators made a different design choice: con-
centrating consultation. Accelerators that concentrated consultation adopted a
reinforcing set of design elements, such as arranging for ventures to meet with
over 50 mentors who came to the accelerators’ offices and requiring ventures
to interact with hundreds of customers during the first month of the program.
Consultation with mentors at these accelerators typically consisted of one-on-
one meetings in which founders shared their current thinking about their busi-
ness model, often by delivering a short pitch. Mentors then provided critical
feedback and information deemed potentially helpful. Accelerators that concen-
trated consultation often provided guidance on how to access customers,
including providing access to alumni who might also be potential customers.
Because concentrated consultation was most often front-loaded and time-
intensive (vs. spaced out over the course of the program), ventures at accelera-
tors that concentrated consultation paused product development by several
weeks while they were conducting consultations. Delaying product develop-
ment this long is particularly striking because these ventures had to postpone
learning from trial-and-error experimentation—a central tenant of the lean
startup methodology—for roughly one third of their program’s duration.

Alder is an example of an accelerator that chose to concentrate consultation.
Ventures met with an average of 75 mentors and up to 200 customers during
the first month of the program, which did not leave time to interweave consul-
tation with building products, even minimally viable ones. Alder-3’s experience
illustrates this. This venture began the program by speaking to a wide range of
potential customers. The founder explained he ‘‘talked to travel companies that
range from small to large, from hotel chains, OTAs [online travel agencies], air-
lines.’’ At the same time, the team extensively consulted with mentors.
Another founder at Alder related her experience: ‘‘[Mentor meetings] were usu-
ally 15 to 30 minutes long, and they were usually with new mentors. They call
it ‘mentor dating.’ You would basically pitch what your idea was. . . . In an ideal
world, you would be getting as much feedback as possible, getting their
thoughts, getting an understanding of why they don’t understand something or
why they think something won’t work or if they think something else is a bet-
ter idea.’’ She said that her venture had ‘‘between three and five meetings a
day for basically the first four to five weeks.’’

Hickory is another accelerator that chose to consolidate consultation.
Hickory scheduled 65–75 mentor meetings for each venture during the
first three weeks of the program and encouraged startups to speak to many
potential customers. Venture founders at Hickory attended four or five mentor
meetings per day, accumulating feedback from each on their firm’s value pro-
position. A Hickory startup founder recounted that ‘‘the first month was
intense. We did 54 mentor meetings in the first 30 days.’’ Hickory’s managing
director explained, ‘‘Mentor dating month we had 145 mentors who came in,
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and did 740 individual meetings this year, so 10 companies for on average 74
meetings per company in the month of June, and that’s when their business
plan gets torn apart. It’s all about them and their business plan.’’

We found that the core design choice on consultation intensity matters.
Although extant literature favors spacing out consultations because it allows for
complimentary trial-and-error learning and better absorption and reduced cogni-
tive complexity, ventures at the accelerators that spaced out consultations had
lower performance and more processing errors (i.e., Pine, Chestnut, and Oak).
Returning to the example of Chestnut above, Chestnut ventures met with men-
tors throughout the program and interwove consultations with building prod-
ucts based on advice. The Chestnut-2 CEO recalled, ‘‘I was taking in every
mentor’s piece of feedback and that led to way too many changes for me and
my team . . . every two weeks we had a new project we were building all the
way up until Demo Day.’’ Yet despite acting on mentors’ advice, Chestnut-2
was never able to gain traction with customers or investors, and this was gen-
erally the pattern we observed: in accelerators that encouraged spacing out
external consultation, ventures often had difficulty knowing when—and when
not—to incorporate feedback.

By contrast, ventures at the accelerators that concentrated consultations
had higher performance and improved information processing (i.e., Alder,
Hickory, and Fir). A founder at Alder explained that the abundance of mentor
feedback collectively helped his venture ‘‘get off a track that was not going to
be successful and may have taken us six or nine months to find out [if we had
relied on experimentation].’’ The team then consulted with other firms in its
supply chain and with mentors to generate alternative business models. It
eventually adopted a more promising B2B business model. Similarly, a founder
at Hickory told us that the first several mentor meetings revealed a key cash-
flow issue with his venture’s initial business model: ‘‘One of the first things we
learned was to just never take inventory. We had a plan to look like a distributor
for [industry] and take inventory. We very quickly took that off our list of to-dos
[since we learned it is] a horrible business.’’ Realizing this flaw reinitiated
search; the team then consulted with its customers to identify a more promis-
ing offering. The founder continued, ‘‘We started realizing the problem isn’t just
selling stuff to these people. The problem is they don’t even know how to do
these projects themselves, so we said that for them to be successful in their
contract businesses, all these small businesses need technology to automate
the way they do business, and that’s how we backed into building software to
support independent [industry small businesses].’’ The team focused on imple-
menting this refined product during the remainder of the program.

Concentrating consultation led to higher performance for several reasons.
First, it helped entrepreneurs expand and improve the effectiveness of their
search, encouraging them to ‘‘reignite search’’ by searching along dimensions
of their business model and strategy that they otherwise were likely to view as
sufficient. We observed that entrepreneurs had often prematurely satisficed,
settling on suboptimal solutions for many aspects of their business models and
strategies. We define premature satisficing as occurring when a modest
amount of additional search would likely have yielded a far more attractive solu-
tion. Although specific instances of premature satisficing can be difficult to
identify, we were able to observe an overall tendency toward premature
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satisficing by contrasting the extent to which entrepreneurs varied in their
search and the attractiveness of the identified solutions.

While individual mentors and customers often pointed out issues arising
from premature satisficing, we observed that entrepreneurs often resisted
such feedback when it challenged their existing plans. This is consistent with
both the confirmation biases of all individuals (Lord, Ross, and Lepper, 1979;
Staw, 1981) and with entrepreneurs’ tendencies to be overconfident (Camerer
and Lovallo, 1999; Dushnitsky, 2010) and to resist feedback that threatens their
identity (Grimes, 2017). Accelerators that concentrated consultation short-
circuited these biases by providing founders a novel form of social proof—one
that builds when the opinions of many others conform with each other to
reduce confidence in one’s own opinion (Cialdini, 1993; Rao, Greve, and Davis,
2001).6 Moreover, as individuals tend to overweight recent information
(Tversky and Kahneman, 1974), the time compression of feedback also made
triangulated social proof more salient. The overall effect of concentrating con-
sultation on reigniting search is well summarized in the commentary of
Hickory’s managing director: ‘‘Part of the process is literally breaking them
[startups] down, and getting them to the point where they aren’t that arrogant
startup saying, ‘My idea is the best idea in the world.’ They realize that there’s
so much more to it, and that they really only have the seed of an idea.’’ Such
reignited search is a valuable form of problemistic search in that it is ‘‘stimu-
lated by a problem . . . and is directed toward finding a solution to that prob-
lem’’ (Cyert and March, 1963: 121). Whereas the literature on problemistic
search has generally focused on problems identified by current performance
falling below aspirations (Greve, 2003), we observed that some accelerator
designs revealed problems with plans that had not yet been put into practice,
and time-compressed feedback prompted further search.

Second, for ventures that were actively searching for solutions, concen-
trating consultation encouraged entrepreneurs to search more broadly prior
to execution. The underlying challenge here was that even when entrepre-
neurs identified a dimension of their business model or strategy they wished
to improve, they often considered only a small set of alternatives and then
satisficed prematurely. Concentrating consultation forced them to learn
about multiple potential solutions (i.e., alternative competitive positions or
pricing strategies) without having time to implement each one. The experi-
ence of an Alder venture illustrates this. The founder recounted the evolution
of their business model during the first month of the program. He said, ‘‘We
realized there’s no way this is going to work. We [then] went through a lot of
different things. We thought ‘What if we had a mobile app? What about if
we either did this or did that?’ and we got to where we were. . . . That first
month was very painful . . . taking this [information] from our mentors, from
customers, from all sorts of everybody.’’ Overall, we observed that accelera-
tors that concentrated consultation helped ventures overcome confirmation
and experience biases by developing a more complete set of strategic

6 Social proof is usually formed when others’ opinions are consistent with one’s own (Tversky and

Kahneman, 1974; Fiske and Taylor, 1991). In this case, social proof is formed when one mentor’s

or customer’s opinions are consistent with other mentors’ or customers’ opinions. Because prior

opinions are recent and thus fresh in memory, they are not easily dismissed, especially when many

others’ opinions conform.
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choices (Gruber, MacMillan, and Thompson, 2008) before implementing any
of them. Concentrating consultation encouraged them to engage in more
efficient cognitive search prior to relatively costly trial-and-error experimenta-
tion (Gavetti and Levinthal, 2000).

Finally, it should be noted that despite these benefits, concentrating con-
sultation was often initially confusing and frustrating for founders. An Alder
founder told us, ‘‘Before the program you had a pretty good idea about what
your company was doing. A week into the program, you have no idea at all
what the f*** your company is doing.’’ One accelerator named the resulting
confusion ‘‘mentor whiplash’’ because advice steers ventures in seemingly
opposite directions at nearly the same time. This also meant that the benefits
of concentrating consultation were often not apparent to entrepreneurs until
after a certain amount of consultation—a point we return to in a later finding.
As a whole, though, concentrating consultation was more likely to result in
better business models and strategies because it allowed ventures to trian-
gulate across many sources of information. This made search more effective
by helping ventures determine when mentors or customers had improved
insight or when these sources were offering misinformation based on idio-
syncratic experiences or spurious causal relationships (Levitt and March,
1988; Denrell, 2003). Concentrating consultation made triangulation across
advice easier and any differences more apparent. This helped entrepreneurs
better identify misinformation, so as to avoid overreacting to inappropriate
guidance. As Hickory’s managing director explained, ‘‘In the short run, it’s
totally confusing and overwhelming, but in the long run, they come out stron-
ger and smarter.’’

Disclosure Level

Consistent with prior work, we found that accelerators viewed peer ventures
as a vital source of information (Cyert and March, 1963; Levitt and March,
1988; Haunschild and Miner, 1997). An important core design choice thus
relates to disclosure—the degree to which accelerators promoted sharing infor-
mation across ventures in the same cohort. We found that many accelerators
were concerned that mandating disclosure might either cause founders to
become protective of private information or force the disclosure of information
that would otherwise provide a competitive advantage to the disclosing venture
(Pahnke et al., 2015). Accordingly, two design options emerged from the data
analysis. The first is fostering privacy, which we define as designs that reduce
information exchange between ventures and instead emphasize protecting pri-
vate information such as ventures’ behavior and performance. The second is
fostering transparency, which we define as designs that emphasize peer inter-
action and result in the disclosure of ventures’ behavior and performance. We
assessed disclosure level by examining the following design elements: (1) Did
ventures practice their pitches in private or public? (2) Was the office space
closed or open? and (3) Were progress reports delivered privately or publicly?
To help assess the impact of this core choice, we also provide qualitative evi-
dence of resulting changes in aspiration levels and peer knowledge exchanges
in table 4.

Extant research suggests that designs that increase privacy and thus reduce
the amount of sharing between ventures are likely preferable in information-rich
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Table 4. Disclosure Level and Related Design Elements

Disclosure-related Design Elements

Qualitative Evidence of Mitigating

Bounded Rationality

Accelerator

Were pitches

private or public?

Was space open or

private?

Were progress

updates private or

public?

Did aspiration

levels adjust?

Was peer

knowledge

exchanged?

Alder Public pitches to

cohort

‘‘Every other week

we would demo

progress to each

other.’’ (A4)

Open space

‘‘They lean over each

other’s shoulders,

they give each

other tips and

advice, they share

resources.’’ (AA1)

Public boards,

weekly updates

‘‘We show up here

[points to

blackboard] that

they’re hitting their

metrics.’’ (AA1)

‘‘[You share] the big

thing you have to

do in the next week

to move your

company forward.

then the next week

you actually have to

report on whether

you did that thing.’’

(AA1)

Aspirations

adjusted

‘‘If everyone else

was pulling a late

night, you feel like,

‘Oh, I want to pull a

late night, too.’’’

(A2)

‘‘It may be that peer

pressure angle . . .

you feel like

everyone else is

working harder

than you, even

though you’re

working around the

clock.’’ (A4)

Peer knowledge

was exchanged

‘‘We would all use

each other’s early

versions of the

software, so you

had the built-in

feedback loop of 50

people in the same

room as you.’’ (A4)

‘‘If it’s a technical

problem, I can

e-mail three of the

other CTOs.’’ (A2)

‘‘The vibe is ‘help

everyone at all

cost.’’’ (A4)

Hickory Public pitches to

cohort

‘‘Every time

someone new

came into the

space, I would have

each company

introduce

themselves with

their elevator pitch

[since it was big

open space, they all

heard each other

every time].’’ (HA1)

Open space, seat

rotation

Ventures rotated

locations

periodically.

‘‘[Learning from

peers is] more

osmosis. We all sit

out there.’’ (HA1)

Public boards, daily

observation

A public white board

listed each team’s

score on their pitch

practice. Scores

were updated daily.

Aspirations

adjusted

‘‘There is pressure to

move fast in like a

group environment

like that.’’ (H2)

‘‘We saw things

getting done really

quickly, and we had

to do it as well.’’

(H1)

Peer knowledge

was exchanged

‘‘We have a room of

40 people;

someone knows

the answer.’’ (H3)

‘‘[Founder 1] taught

me a lot about how

to raise money. . . .

I learned a lot about

technology

development from

[Founder 2].’’ (H2)

Fir Public pitches to

cohort

‘‘We had seen a

rapid

transformation in all

of our pitches, how

we articulated, how

the product was

really changed and

how the vision has

changed.’’ (F3)

Tight open space,

seat rotation

Ventures rotated

locations

periodically.

‘‘We sat next to

them all day long.’’

(F2)

Public updates at

weekly gatherings

‘‘We spend every

Monday night

together.’’ (FA1)

Aspirations

adjusted

‘‘A bunch of smart

people in the room

caused us to

perform at a higher

level.’’ (F3)

‘‘It was hard to go

slow with

everybody going

fast.’’ (F2)

Peer knowledge

was exchanged

‘‘This person sat

down with me at a

Chipotle one night

in October and we

figured out how to

[build the product].’’

(F3)

‘‘Consult them on a

business or a

market that they

had more

expertise, mostly

informally.’’ (F5)

(continued)
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Table 4. (continued)

Disclosure-related Design Elements

Qualitative Evidence of Mitigating

Bounded Rationality

Accelerator

Were pitches

private or public?

Was space open or

private?

Were progress

updates private or

public?

Did aspiration

levels adjust?

Was peer

knowledge

exchanged?

Redwood Public pitches twice

Ventures observe

pitches a few

weeks in and

toward the end of

the program.

‘‘We saw things that

we really liked from

[other team’s

pitches].’’ (R3)

None

‘‘We’ve always

deliberately not

offered office

space from the

moment we

started.’’ (RA1)

Informal updates at

weekly gatherings

‘‘Someone shows

you a prototype at

the [Redwood]

dinner on a

Tuesday and then

the next week it’s a

working product

and they’ve already

got 500 users.’’

(R3)

Aspirations

adjusted

‘‘All these other

people around you

are doing amazing

things and you

want to live up to

that standard.’’ (R5)

‘‘When they do really

well, it will make

you work a little bit

harder as well.’’

(R2)

Peer knowledge

was exchanged

‘‘We had some

weird bug with

Internet Explorer 7;

our batch-mate

helped us out with

it.’’ (R2)

‘‘[Another founder]

outlined all different

architectural

possibilities and

explained why one

was the best.’’ (R5)

Birch Occasional public

pitches

‘‘All 10 companies

were at the

practice together

[right before Demo

Day].’’ (B3)

Individual offices

‘‘We believe that

having delineated

offices is better

than having an

open space.

Companies need

places to talk

[privately].’’ (BA1)

Gatherings rarely

included updates

‘‘The CTOs would

meet once a week

and have a CTO

roundtable where

they could discuss

various issues.’’

(B1)

No evidence of

aspirational

changes, though

evidence of hard

work

‘‘You are here at

midnight and you’re

not by yourself.’’

(B2)

Peer knowledge

was only

exchanged

sometimes

‘‘[I was reluctant to

help because] you

always want to be

the best.’’ (B1)

‘‘I was like, ‘OK, how

did you guys run

this?’ And then

they pulled up in

their Facebook ad

planner and

showed me.’’ (B1)

Pine Public pitches only

during the last

month

‘‘We started pitching

in the afternoons

[in the last month]

to each other.’’ (P1)

Open, shared office

space

‘‘They [were] all

working in the

same space.’’ (AP1)

Daily stand-ups

‘‘The CEOs do a

daily stand-up or a

daily meeting to

help each other and

share what they’re

doing.’’ (AP1)

‘‘[You told everyone]

what you

accomplished, the

day before.’’ (P3)

Some aspirations

adjusted

‘‘No competition

whatsoever.’’ (P1)

‘‘When you see how

hard other people

are working.’’ (P3)

Some peer

knowledge was

exchanged

‘‘So we tend to learn

from other people

what they do

process-wise.’’ (P3)

‘‘We lean on each

other for a lot of

advice.’’ (P2)

Chestnut Pitches public and

private, feedback

was private

‘‘I’d get [private]

e-mails sometimes

telling me to work

on certain things.’’

(C2)

Individual offices

‘‘We were all

working in these

little silos.’’ (C2)

Weekly gatherings

Ventures were not

allowed to provide

feedback to one

another during

gatherings.

Aspirations

adjusted

‘‘You see all other

people work really

hard and obviously

[that] puts some

peer pressure on

you.’’ (C3)

No, peers not

viewed as source

of valuable

knowledge

‘‘The blind leading

the blind.’’ (CA1)

(continued)
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environments (Simon, 1973; Huber, 1991). Reducing information sharing may
allow mutual trust among ventures to develop over time, which would increase
incentives for collaboration so that important and relevant information is even-
tually exchanged (Messick and Mackie, 1989; Pfeffer and Langton, 1993;
Peteraf and Shanley, 1997), but irrelevant information remains private and so
produces fewer distractions (Simon, 1973). Also, keeping important information
private helps firms maintain their competitive advantage (Pahnke et al., 2015).
Consistent with this research, several accelerators chose designs that fostered
privacy by reducing information exchanges between ventures. At these pro-
grams, work areas were often private, either consisting of individual offices or
an open floorplan with buffer space that allowed for privacy, and cohort-wide
events were informal in that they provided an opportunity for venture founders
to mingle, but ventures decided what information to disclose, when to do so,
and to whom.

Oak exemplified a design that fostered privacy. It provided opportunities for
founders to interact but allowed them to develop trust over time and decide
when and how much to disclose. A managing director of Oak explained their
philosophy when designing the program: ‘‘We were afraid of creating a nega-
tive vibe.’’ Instead of forcing ventures to share information, Oak’s directors
thought that creating a friendly, collaborative environment would allow ventures
to build trust over time and eventually share important information. At 30,000
square feet, the open office space was massive, which created a physical buf-
fer around each team. Oak also protected each venture’s privacy by having ven-
tures deliver their pitches ‘‘absolutely in private.’’ Moreover, when ventures
interacted with each other at social events, the accelerator did not require ven-
tures to disclose any information to their peers. A founder said, ‘‘[Oak] does a
good job of setting up events and things so you naturally interact with your
peers, nothing is really formal in that way. . . . [Oak] plants the seed to help nur-
ture those relationships, and then you need to take the initiative to foster it.’’
When founders did interact, they were careful about sharing private

Table 4. (continued)

Disclosure-related Design Elements

Qualitative Evidence of Mitigating

Bounded Rationality

Accelerator

Were pitches

private or public?

Was space open or

private?

Were progress

updates private or

public?

Did aspiration

levels adjust?

Was peer

knowledge

exchanged?

Oak Private

‘‘I never saw

everybody else’s

pitch.’’ (O1)

Large open space

with buffers

Many ventures did

not use the space

Optional

‘‘You need to take

the initiative to

foster it.’’ (O5)

No evidence of

adjustment

‘‘Everyone was so

nice.’’ (O1)

No, peers did not

exchange

information

‘‘I wish I had.’’ (O1)

‘‘Because everyone

else also has their

own business,

they’re not as

concerned about

supporting others.’’

(O3)
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information. A founder explained, ‘‘There was always that feeling of how much
can I share in this open space that isn’t going to let out my secret sauce or be
a competitive threat potentially.’’

In contrast, other accelerators adopted designs that fostered transparency
between ventures. They had ventures pitch to their cohort, attend regular
cohort-wide meetings, update public boards to display progress, and follow
other norms of publicly sharing progress. For example, each Alder cohort
included between ten and twelve ventures. Participants were required to post
weekly target metrics on a public display board, informing others of their goals
and how they performed against those targets. Additionally, at weekly meet-
ings, startups declared what they planned to accomplish during the following
week to ‘‘move their company forward’’ and reported their progress to the
group the next week. Actions that might be considered bragging in other con-
texts were acceptable, even encouraged by Alder’s director. She explained
their philosophy: ‘‘We publicly surface progress that will put pressure on other
teams to execute too.’’ Even the cramped office space increased transparency;
teams worked so close to one another that it was hard to distinguish between
them, making it easy for startups to monitor each other’s progress. Founders
described the program as having ‘‘a lot of peer pressure,’’ resulting from design
elements that ‘‘exposed progress’’ by the startups.

Redwood, a large accelerator with over 80 firms per cohort, was also
designed to foster transparency. Like Alder, Redwood’s program exposed each
startup’s progress to the cohort. For example, during the second week of
Redwood’s program, Redwood directors arranged ‘‘prototype day,’’ when
startup founders publicly showcased their demonstrations (sometimes mini-
mally viable products and sometimes presentations) to their cohort. Weekly
gatherings at Redwood’s offices offered a regular opportunity to see peers’
progress. One founder (Redwood 6) explained that weekly gatherings were
‘‘six to eight hours of just spending time talking to each other.’’ Another foun-
der initially tried to keep the details of his company’s strategy private at weekly
gatherings, but his venture quickly adjusted to the strong norms of sharing
information. He explained, ‘‘Within 20 minutes of being surrounded by all these
other founders . . . the ones who have been around . . . quickly pointed out that
our being secretive is not going to help us and we just took their advice. We
were just basically like these infants with slight brains, and we were very will-
ing to just absorb.’’ Finally, the week prior to Redwood’s Demo Day, founders
rehearsed their pitches in front of the cohort and received feedback from the
program directors. A Redwood-3 founder explained, ‘‘We saw presentations
from other companies, and we saw things that we really liked from those, then
we got feedback from the [accelerator] partners on our presentation.’’ Although
Redwood had large cohorts and ventures did not share working space, the
accelerators’ practices and strong culture of sharing progress updates with
peers motivated ventures to adjust their aspirations according to peers’ aspira-
tions and progress and fostered learning among peers, while those at Oak—a
similar-sized accelerator with a shared office—were unable to do so.

We found two different accelerator design choices related to disclosure,
which is important because though prior research suggests the value of learn-
ing from others, it has not examined disclosure directly nor has it examined
whether and how much different levels of disclosure matter. Surprisingly, we
found that ventures at the accelerators that fostered privacy (e.g., Birch,
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Chestnut, and Oak) had lower performance. While the aim of fostering privacy
was for ventures to build up trust and eventually share information, it did not
seem to be as effective as fostering transparency. When we asked an Oak foun-
der about learning from the cohort, she said, ‘‘It was hard for me to learn from
them’’ and then later added, ‘‘I wish I had.’’ This pattern was reflected across our
sample. When accelerators fostered privacy between ventures such that volun-
tary collaboration was emphasized but transparency was not, ventures were less
likely to learn from their peers. By contrast, when accelerators fostered transpar-
ency, ventures helped each other and achieved higher levels of performance
(e.g., Alder, Hickory, Fir, Redwood, and Pine). A founder at Alder’s comment is
indicative of founders at these programs: ‘‘The vibe is ‘help everyone at all cost.’’’
Moreover, and despite the initial concerns of many accelerator program directors,
we were not informed of any instances in which transparency facilitated the leak-
age of key sources of competitive advantage. Instead, proactively increasing
transparency appeared to reduce concerns about direct competition, because it
uncovered key differences between ventures and helped entrepreneurs recog-
nize that their ventures were less similar than initially perceived.

It was apparent in our entrepreneur interviews that transparency also
encouraged entrepreneurs to work harder. As one told us, ‘‘You want [your
peer ventures] to do really well, but when they do really well, it will make you
work a little bit harder as well.’’ Another Redwood founder said, ‘‘Someone
shows you a prototype at the [Redwood] dinner on a Tuesday and then the
next week it’s a working product and they’ve already got 500 users. It doesn’t
get much more motivational than that.’’ Yet this seemed to only partially
explain the benefits of fostering transparency, as working harder could have
entrepreneurs moving faster in the wrong direction.

Rather, a key impact of fostering transparency was expanding and improving
the effectiveness of entrepreneurs’ search via external information for refine-
ments to their business model and strategy. First, fostering transparency reig-
nited search related to dimensions of the business model or strategy that were
already viewed as ‘‘good enough.’’ When accelerators provided greater trans-
parency into the performance levels along a range of dimensions for ventures
across the entire cohort, entrepreneurs often recognized where they may have
engaged in premature and suboptimal satisficing (Simon, 1955). A Redwood
director’s comment illustrates: ‘‘People who might come into the program
thinking, ‘Oh, we’re so far along. We’re a little bit more advanced than most
people that you fund’—once they start seeing what the other people are build-
ing, they’re kind of like, ‘Oh wait, I’m not as far along as I thought’.’’ The infor-
mation provided by peer ventures helped entrepreneurs assess when
additional search could produce substantial performance improvements, often
reigniting search along a number of performance dimensions.

Second, fostering transparency also encouraged founders to search more
broadly and consider more alternatives in areas where they were already enga-
ging in search, because they could first observe the behaviors and outcomes of
all of the ventures in their cohort and only then decide which ones to imitate. A
founder at Alder explained that as ventures demonstrated leadership in certain
areas by reporting progress in public, other ventures knew where to go for
help:
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So certain teams make progress in certain areas faster than others. For us, for exam-
ple, it was fundraising; we were early in the fundraising and it felt really good
because we moved a lot further forward than some of the teams. . . . One of the
things that I appreciated the most was I was so jammed with my schedule with so
much to do—and so was everyone else—but I received help from so many different
people throughout the program. I mean, they would stop what they were doing,
working on their dream idea, and talked to us about you know—certain people in the
program had expertise in pricing—certain people had expertise in software develop-
ment. They would stop and talk to us at length about that, and then we would do the
same with others in our areas of expertise.

Yet while research has long recognized that social networks between organiza-
tions may be an effective means for established firms to obtain some private
information (Haunschild, 1994; Beckman and Haunschild, 2002), our data
revealed that creating social networks among entrepreneurs is not sufficient.
Concerns about competition inhibited mutual trust, and such concerns were
often aggravated when accelerators tried to respect ventures’ privacy.
Fostering transparency, though, laid a foundation for entrepreneurs to search
more broadly by better understanding the experiences and knowledge across
many of their peer-cohort ventures.

Third, fostering transparency also encouraged more effective search by
improving the accuracy of entrepreneurs’ mental maps of potential alternatives.
While entrepreneurs often seek to learn from competitors and peers, this infor-
mation may be incomplete as other ventures are privately held (reducing infor-
mation disclosure requirements), young (reducing media exposure), and often
operating in ‘‘stealth mode’’ to avoid public attention. Thus entrepreneurs may
be able to observe some of the behaviors or market actions of other ventures,
but not the resulting performance. This may make vicarious learning for entre-
preneurs especially prone to superficial understanding and making erroneous
causal linkages (March, Sproull, and Tamuz, 1991; Denrell, 2003; Eggers and
Song, 2015). In contrast, fostering transparency improves entrepreneurs’
understanding of cause-and-effect relationships between peer ventures’ busi-
ness model decisions and performance outcomes. Fostering transparency also
helps ventures know what strategies not to try. A Hickory founder’s experience
illustrates this. Her venture was considering expanding into a particular product
market but decided not to do so based on the experience of another venture:
‘‘We saw how hard it was for them to break into that sector—we are not
touching that with a ten-foot pole.’’

Extent of Customization

All accelerators in our sample offered similar types of learning activities for ven-
tures, including mentoring sessions, lectures, and workshops with successful
entrepreneurs, program alumni, investors, and professional experts (e.g., law-
yers, accountants, marketers); peer gatherings; and meetings with the accel-
erators’ managing directors. They differed, however, in the extent to which
they customized these activities, or the degree they allowed ventures to decide
what activities to attend based on their perceived needs. We found that some
accelerator program designs tailored activities, encouraging ventures to follow
individualized programs to address their unique knowledge and needs, while
others standardized activities, requiring a uniform set of activities and sequence
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of focus for all ventures. Table 5 assesses the extent of customization by
examining whether accelerator designs required ventures to (1) choose their
own mentors or meet with assigned mentors, (2) interact with their cohorts on
an ad-hoc basis or attend regularly scheduled peer gatherings, (3) choose which
seminars to attend or attend a prescribed set of seminars, and (4) follow a stan-
dardized sequence of activities. Finally, we examined the impact of customiza-
tion on venture development. See table 5 for a summary of the design
elements for the extent of customization and its impact.

Prior literature highlights the benefits of customization. It suggests that the
knowledge requirements for each venture are idiosyncratic because founding
teams have different levels of relevant past experience, and different entrepreneur-
ial opportunities require different types of knowledge (Eisenhardt and
Schoonhoven, 1990; Burton, Sorensen, and Beckman, 2002; Gavetti and Rivkin,
2007; Eesley, Hsu, and Roberts, 2014). Customization is also useful because

Table 5. Extent of Customization and Related Design Elements

Were activities standardized?*

Accelerator

Mentor

meetings

Peer

gathering Seminars

Was a sequence tailored or

standardized?

Qualitative evidence of mitigating

bounded rationality

Alder • • • Standardized: ‘‘It’s divided up into

three sections, the first month

being mentor dating and customer

development. The second month

has a big focus on product

development and getting

something out there. And the third

month focuses on Demo Day and

what your company’s going to

look like after.’’ (AA1)

Kept ventures moving forward

‘‘The program has built-in rhythm.’’

(A4)

‘‘We have these one-week

sprints.’’ (A4)

‘‘‘Fail fast.’ It is something you hear

a lot from [MD]. If it’s not going to

work, don’t screw about with it;

try something else.’’ (A3)

Hickory • • • Standardized: ‘‘I break the three

months into three segments, the

month of June is mentor dating

month. . . . The month of July is

what I call the entrepreneurs

MBA. . . . August is really all about

preparing for Demo Day.’’ (HA1)

Kept ventures moving forward

‘‘Knowing we had a month to put

together a story made us put

together a story.’’ (H1)

‘‘Because they told us [when to

start to prep for Demo Day].’’ (H1)

Broadened learning

‘‘I did not even know what I didn’t

know!’’ (H2)

Fir • • • Standardized: ‘‘The first three

weeks were validating your idea.

. . . The second three weeks was

trying to gain traction and then the

final four weeks was seeking

funding.’’ (F4)

Broadened learning

‘‘There’s a lot of things in starting a

company that you don’t think of.’’

(F3)

Redwood s • • Standardized: ‘‘Two weeks into it

we have Prototype Day . . . we

found that this is useful just sort

of putting a stake in the ground

and giving people a reason to have

built something to show.’’ (RA1)

Kept ventures moving forward

‘‘Demo Day really, really helped to

push us forward.’’ (R4)

‘‘Each week you want to show

something new. So I think it kind

of creates that artificial time

pressure.’’ (R7)

(continued)
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information tailored to each venture is more likely to provide strategic value,
encourage adaptation, and lead to valuable business attributes (Barney, 1991;
Eckhardt and Shane, 2003; Gavetti and Rivkin, 2007). Besides potentially taking
ventures in the wrong direction, activities that are not customized may further
reduce ventures’ development by taking time away from more critical activities
(Eisenmann, 2006). In accordance with this logic, many accelerators tailored
activities.

Oak’s design featured tailored activities, and the entrepreneurs chose activi-
ties based on their perceived needs. The managing directors assembled over
200 opportunities for startups to attend workshops, guest speaker events, and

Table 5. (continued)

Were activities standardized?*

Accelerator

Mentor

meetings

Peer

gathering Seminars

Was a sequence tailored or

standardized?

Qualitative evidence of mitigating

bounded rationality

Birch s • • Standardized: ‘‘The first month

mentors are more product

focused whereas the second

month they’re giving you

marketing distribution strategy and

then it’s meeting a lot of

investors.’’ (B2)

Broadened learning

‘‘When you start off, you don’t

know what you don’t know.’’ (B3)

‘‘[Accelerator] set a timeline for

when you had to have an initial

deck and initial draft ready.’’ (B3)

Pine s s s Tailored: ‘‘We try actually not to fill

up the program with too much in

terms of like scheduled activities

or classes.’’ (PA1)

‘‘You have to pick your own

course.’’ (P2)

Each venture proceeded at own

pace

‘‘There was no cohesive sense of

pacing. . . . We were all

developing our company, we were

growing in different scale and

timing.’’ (P1)

‘‘It’s really hard to say formulaically

or programmatically every

company does this or that the first

week or the first month.’’ (PA1)

Chestnut s s • Tailored: ‘‘No overall program

structure, topics in no particular

order.’’ (CA1)

Each venture proceeded at own

pace

‘‘Watching, doing whatever, some

launch early, some don’t launch

until the end.’’ (CA1)

Oak s s s Standardized first week only:

‘‘We start with an intensive

bootcamp period . . . [then] just

work on your business.’’ (OA1)

Tailored remainder of program:

‘‘There are tons of educational

pieces and founder Friday

meetings. There are also special

mentors that come in (e.g., the

CEO of X) but everything is

optional for the teams.’’ (OA1)

No evidence

* • = Yes, activity was standardized / strong norm of participation; O = No, activity was optional.
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informal networking events with mentors and then encouraged founders to
chart their own course. To help ventures decide what to choose, each activity
was coded by the target industry and life-cycle stage. Codes helped ventures
process the abundance of options, but it was ultimately up to the venture to
decide which events to attend. The managing director explained, ‘‘It’s not one
size fits all. . . . So if you want to go to that session, great. If you don’t want to
go to that session, that’s still your thing.’’ A founder added,

The program is like an MBA. It is what you make of it. You can choose to go to class
every day and go home and do your homework every single night and get straight As
and try to leverage the resources and career services to get a new job, or you can
choose to get involved in extra-curricular activities, you can socialize with your peers,
you can go to networking events at surrounding schools, and you can really take advan-
tage of relationships with professors that can help you outside of the classroom. . . . I
think it has to do with people prioritizing on what they want to get out of it. If you
choose to only focus on your business and not show up, [Oak] cannot control that.

Another way that accelerators tailored activities was by encouraging ven-
tures to decide how to sequence available information sources. For example,
Oak’s program started with a week-long boot camp that provided an overview
of the entrepreneurial process and available resources. An entrepreneur at
Oak-1 explained that boot camp ‘‘had just these amazing speakers who were
famous entrepreneurs and masters talking about all the different things you
needed to know to start a business and to make your business successful and
get funding and get mentors.’’ After boot camp, each venture decided how to
sequence accessing available resources based on its unique goals and objec-
tives. A director from Oak explained, ‘‘The first month is all about get settled,
work with your mentors to define your goals, what you want out of it, and get
to know the mentors and all the resources.’’ Based on each venture’s individual
goals, the founders then decide which parts of the program to attend.

Accelerators that tailored activities generally tailored mentor relationships as
well. For example, Oak gave each venture a list of over 350 mentors with vari-
ous backgrounds and then hosted informal events for mentors and entrepre-
neurs to mingle and then decide on their own how to proceed. The director
explained, ‘‘When the program starts we probably throw around five to seven
mentor matching events . . . just meet and greet with the mentors.’’ Overall,
Oak does not force any venture to meet with any mentor. The director said,
‘‘We don’t specify that you have to work with this mentor, right. We want it to
be a two-way match. There’s an online list and it’s not just a list, it’s a search-
able database.’’ Each venture team could decide how much time to dedicate to
and which resources to use to find and meet mentors.

In contrast, other accelerators chose designs that standardized activities
despite differences in participating ventures. Hickory’s managing director said,
‘‘The problem is there are different [metrics] for different companies. So, some
of the companies, it’s really a big deal to have some acquisition cost, and reve-
nue per customer whatever. Other of our companies had no revenue.’’ Yet
instead of allowing each venture to create its own path, the Hickory directors
created a standardized sequence that all startups followed: the first month
startups met with a large, diverse group of mentors; the second month, start-
ups attended seminars on general business topics such as marketing, public
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relations, and fundraising and spent a significant amount of time building their
product or service; the last month, startups developed and refined their pitches
in preparation for Demo Day, when they pitched their business to potential
investors. The director explained, ‘‘I break the three months into three seg-
ments: the month of June is mentor dating month. . . . the month of July is
what I call the entrepreneur’s MBA . . . August is really all about preparing for
Demo Day.’’ The standardized program sequence pushed all teams to move
forward together. A founder said, ‘‘It’s very easy to get stuck in a decision or a
problem and just kind of sit there and spin your wheels, and not really know
what to do, and having people around [doing the same things] helps you snap
out of that, and pick a direction—just get going.’’ Hickory also had a standar-
dized approach to matching ventures with mentors. Instead of allowing entre-
preneurs to select the mentors they believed could help them the most, each
mentor met with each firm and vice versa. One of Hickory’s managing directors
explained why by retelling a story:

So one of our companies the first year was [venture, product] for churches, social
networks, and fundraisers, and we had a mentor who was the VP of Marketing for
Playboy. And the CEO [of venture] said ‘‘I can’t meet with him,’’ and we said ‘‘Why
not?’’ He said, ‘‘Because he is at Playboy, and my church—if my customers found
out that I had a mentor from Playboy, they would blackball me. I’d never be able to
do business with churches again. I can’t be associated with Playboy.’’

The managing director pushed the venture founder to go to the meeting. He
recalled, ‘‘[The CEO] walked out of the meeting an hour later and said ‘That
was the best meeting I had all summer long.’ It turns out that the person who
is the EVP of Marketing for Playboy is actually an avid churchgoer. He has been
thinking about building a social network for his church and was in the process
of leaving Playboy. . . .’’ The managing director concluded that he would have
all ventures meet with all mentors because ‘‘It’s really hard to predict who is
going to have chemistry with whom.’’

Like Hickory, Fir used a standard sequencing of activities for each venture,
though the sequence was somewhat different from that at Hickory. Fir’s direc-
tor explained the program sequence: ‘‘[We begin with the] very big picture like
what are you, why are you doing this, what’s your motivation? Why these mar-
kets, why not something else, what do you really know about these markets?
. . . In the middle we have a very intense kind of ‘build stuff’ period, where it’s
just heads down and coding, with very few meetings. . . . The last part it’s really
leading up to Demo Day, so preparation for fundraising.’’ To demarcate each
transition, each venture was required to present to the entire cohort. As one
founder said, ‘‘We had three big Friday presentations—we had the first Friday
and then three weeks after that and then another three weeks after that.’’
Moreover, the accelerator held mandatory weekly meetings each Monday
night in which industry luminaries engaged in question-and-answer sessions.

We found the choice to tailor or standardize activities matters. Unexpectedly,
ventures at the accelerators that followed the advice of extant literature and tai-
lored activities had lower performance (e.g., Pine, Chestnut, and Oak).
Ventures at the accelerators that followed standardized activities had higher
performance (e.g., Alder, Hickory, and Fir) because they expanded and
improved the effectiveness of founders’ search for refinements to their
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business model and strategy. First, standardizing the sequence of entrepre-
neurs’ activities forced them to reconsider dimensions of their business
model and strategy when they had already satisficed, sometimes unknow-
ingly, and focused exclusively on refining a particular dimension of their plan
to the exclusion of other dimensions. Standardized sequencing forced entre-
preneurs to periodically turn their attention to different parts of their busi-
nesses. Such consideration often forced an explicit consideration of
satisficing that had often been made implicitly, and revealed areas where
reigniting search might dramatically improve future performance. Even
though each venture had unique information needs, a standardized sequen-
cing was effective because each venture also faced many common chal-
lenges. As a venture founder at Alder explained, ‘‘Your idea can be unique,
but the process you go through with building products, finding—gaining trac-
tion, and raising money is very similar.’’ Notably, the high-impact accelerators
each had somewhat different sequences, though they all started with broad
search activities, which became narrower over time. This suggests that the
act of enforced sequencing and not necessarily the particular sequence may
be what reignites search along dimensions where entrepreneurs have impli-
citly satisficed.

Second, standardized activities also forced entrepreneurs to search more
broadly in areas where they were engaged in search. As illustrated by the
Hickory entrepreneur not wanting to meet with the Playboy executive, entre-
preneurs often discounted the relevance of particular activities. When given
flexibility about which activities to attend, they often chose fewer activities,
engaged in more limited search, and reduced their opportunity for serendipi-
tous insights. In contrast, a standard set of required learning activities forced
entrepreneurs to explore more broadly and to consider a greater range of alter-
natives for each problem. Such action also addresses the subtle but substantial
issue that while accelerator directors can tailor content for each venture, their
limited understanding of each venture means they are likely to make errors. By
standardizing sequencing, directors ensured all ventures accessed a range of
information sources.

Third, standardized activities made search more effective by providing a
foundation that reinforced concentrating consultation and transparency, both of
which went against the natural inclinations of many founders who worried that
concentrating consultation would slow down execution while providing only
limited relevant information. Likewise, the activities enabling transparency
were time consuming, and founders worried transparency would risk leakage
of key information to potential competitors. Standardized activities forced all
entrepreneurs to engage in these complementary and salutary practices.

DISCUSSION

Mitigating the bounded rationality of executives is important for all firms. To do
so, extant research has suggested that firms adopt designs that leverage orga-
nizational hierarchy, specialization and routines, rules, and standard operating
procedures to reduce the cognitive complexity for individual executives. While
this research is important for established firms, it leaves unclear the nature and
mitigation of bounded rationality in new ventures. Yet new ventures face many
alternative pathways for building their ventures and substantial uncertainty
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about which path to choose, and such early choices may have a long-lasting
effect due to imprinting (Stinchcombe, 1965; Baron, Hannan, and Burton,
1999). Accordingly, understanding the nature and mitigation of entrepreneurs’
bounded rationality is important for theory and practice. Using an inductive
multiple-case analysis of eight U.S. accelerator programs, we addressed this
gap, and our findings offer fresh insights for mitigating the bounded rationality
in new ventures, suggest an expanded role of organizational sponsors, and
have important implications for entrepreneurs, policy makers, and universities.

Mitigating Bounded Rationality in New Ventures

Despite the fact that all programs had strong reputations and a similar duration,
the accelerators in our study made three core design choices that collectively
influenced the impact of bounded rationality in new ventures. Moreover, whereas
the Carnegie School has often focused on approaches to managing bounded
rationality in large firms that offload frequent or specialized decisions (e.g., use of
subunits, specialized roles, and routines), we induced mechanisms for helping
entrepreneurs in new ventures improve their information search and solution cre-
ation from a complex, ambiguous, and even conflicting set of choices.

One choice some accelerators made was to concentrate consultation by
scheduling many meetings with mentors at the start of their programs. When
they did so, ventures enhanced search through many interactions with mentors
and customers in quick succession, which resulted in gathering larger samples
of information prior to deciding what advice to retain and use. Moreover,
because individuals tend to overweight recent information (Tversky and
Kahneman, 1974), concentrating consultation made social proof more apparent
and triangulation across informants easier. This helped founders reignite search
along dimensions of their business model and strategy that they already
viewed as solved, broadened search by encouraging consideration of more
alternatives for each problem, and made search more effective by helping
entrepreneurs identify when individual informants offered more or less accu-
rate advice. By contrast, some accelerators created larger time gaps between
successive consultations to allow founders to process gathered information
more completely. Although slowing down the flow of information to avoid over-
load is consistent with extant theory (Dierickx and Cool, 1989), much of this lit-
erature has focused on the consumption of information known to be reliable. In
contrast, the focal entrepreneurs faced novel and complex decisions, and the
accuracy of feedback from mentors and potential customers was often unclear.
Our data indicate that concentrating consultation helps entrepreneurs address
this challenge by allowing them to consider a broad array of advice before
deciding which, if any, to absorb. Beyond entrepreneurs pursuing new opportu-
nities, such concentrated consultation is likely to aid information gathering and
processing in contexts where the reliability of advice is unclear due to novelty
and complexity (vs. trust).

A second design choice accelerators made that helped new ventures miti-
gate bounded rationality was transparent disclosure. Increasing transparency
between peer ventures by having ventures frequently observe each other’s
pitches, sit in open and tight spaces, and share public progress updates not
only increased the flow of vital information about behaviors and performance
but also created opportunities for direct comparisons across ventures in the
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same cohort. This led ventures to reignite search by spotlighting areas where
prior satisficing may have been suboptimal, and it enabled broader search by
revealing peers’ behaviors and more effective search by making it easier to link
peers’ behaviors and performance. By contrast, other accelerators promoted
privacy because of concerns around leakage of competitive information. In
these programs, ventures perceived heightened competition and so shared
less information. While prior research espouses the potential advantages of
maintaining privacy between ventures and waiting for trust to be established
prior to sharing information (Pfeffer and Langton, 1993; Peteraf and Shanley,
1997), our data reveal potential disadvantages. A key distinction is that whereas
prior literature has often focused on established organizations that may accu-
rately recognize potential competitive threats, we find that the emergent nature
of these ventures’ industries often meant entrepreneurs overestimated com-
petitive threats: without transparency, they had trouble perceiving subtle but
important differences.

A final design choice accelerators made that helps new ventures mitigate
bounded rationality was standardizing activities, including mentor meetings,
peer gatherings, and educational seminars, as well as the sequence of events
and focus. Doing so forced entrepreneurs to reconsider decisions they may
have made implicitly or with little thought, forced broader search by engaging
more information sources, and provided the discipline that helped concentrate
consultation and foster transparency. In contrast, other accelerators were
designed so that each venture could tailor its activities to its unique needs. The
common logic here was that founders’ time is valuable and each could optimize
its own learning, but we find that these programs inadvertently push ventures
to undersample relevant information. Thus, while prior literature highlights the
importance of adaptation in capturing value from opportunities (Eckhardt and
Shane, 2003; Sarasvathy et al., 2010) and emphasizes the differences between
ventures in the same industry (Siggelkow, 2001; Gavetti and Rivkin, 2007), our
findings highlight the complementary value of a certain level of standardization
in the entrepreneurial process. Moreover, whereas the literature on mitigating
bounded rationality in established firms has long highlighted the role of standar-
dization (Cyert and March, 1963; Nelson and Winter, 1982), here we surpris-
ingly find substantial efficacy in standardization across very early-stage firms.

Overall, the Carnegie School has largely focused on how to mitigate
bounded rationality in large, established organizations. We contribute by show-
ing that the challenges presented in new ventures differ from those in estab-
lished companies. In addition to the cognitive processing errors described by
Simon, March, and others, new venture founders are further constrained by
their ventures’ limited knowledge base, lack of historical performance, difficulty
observing peers, and flat organizational structures. We consistently observed
that the more effective core design choices forced entrepreneurs to reignite
search along dimensions of their business model and strategy that they already
believed sufficient and to search a broader set of alternatives in those areas
where they were searching. Thus a central theme of our findings is that early-
stage entrepreneurs are naturally inclined to prematurely satisfice and under-
engage in early search of external information. Table 6 summarizes the core
design choices made by higher performing accelerators and explains how
these choices affect search in new ventures by reducing founders’ bounded
rationality.
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Our emergent theory thus has important implications for new ventures’ efforts
more generally by suggesting a few reasons that broadening search is hard but
critical for them. First, consistent with entrepreneurs’ tendency to be overconfi-
dent (Camerer and Lovallo, 1999; Dushnitsky, 2010), entrepreneurs often under-
appreciated what additional information they were likely to learn from others. In
this way, they were often overemphasizing both the relevance of their pre-entry
experience and the distinctiveness of their focal opportunity. Second, consistent
with confirmation biases frequently invoked by all individuals (Lord, Ross, and
Lepper, 1979; Staw, 1981), when the received external information conflicted
with their own beliefs, entrepreneurs often dismissed it in favor of their own
ideas. Third, entrepreneurs often placed a substantial premium on speeding the
development of their venture, due both to their own limited resources (Aldrich
and Fiol, 1994) and the potential threat of competitors capturing key sources of
advantage (Eisenmann, 2006). Yet ironically, our results indicate that long-term
success often required temporarily slowing execution to engage in additional and
broader search based on advice. While the literature on the liabilities of newness
has long recognized that there is much entrepreneurs do not know, our perspec-
tive offers the insight that in not knowing what they do not know, entrepreneurs
who try to tailor their own learning focus too narrowly.

The Expanded Role of Organizational Sponsors

A growing body of research suggests organizational sponsors aim to both pro-
tect entrepreneurs from and connect them to their local environments, which

Table 6. How Accelerator Designs Mitigate Bounded Rationality for New Ventures

Core Design Choice

Bounded rationality

limitation

Concentrated

consultation

Transparent

disclosure

Standardized

activities Impact on search

Incomplete

Information

Concentration forces

consideration of several

alternatives before

choosing one.

Triangulation across

mentors, customers,

etc., helps identify when

their advice is more or

less accurate.

Vicarious learning

increases both the

number of dimensions of

the business model being

considered and the

number of alternatives

considered for each

dimension.

Forces consideration

of more alternatives

for each problem

being searched.

Broadens search: ventures

consider more

alternatives before

selecting one to execute.

Satisficing Social proof of consistent

negative feedback

reduces confidence,

which reopens search

where needed.

Peer comparisons make

implicit satisficing more

explicit, which shows

where additional search

is likely beneficial.

Forces search along

previously satisficed

dimensions.

Reignites search: ventures

reengage in search

around previously

‘‘solved’’ dimensions of

business model and

strategy.

Cognitive biases More complete

information mitigates

recency and availability

biases, while

concentrating it

overcomes confirmation

bias and over-optimism.

Superstitious learning is

reduced by improving

transparency around

cause-and-effect

relationships in peers’

business models.

Overcomes

overconfidence with

respect to self-

assessment.

Reduces bias:

entrepreneurs produce

more accurate mental

maps of alternatives.
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sometimes increases survival rates (Flynn, 1993; Hackett and Dilts, 2004;
Phan, Siegel, and Wright, 2005; Amezcua et al., 2013). Our study complements
this view by uncovering a crucial but largely overlooked role of sponsors—
mainly that they help ventures address a fundamental challenge: their own lim-
ited and biased knowledge. Thus, while connecting entrepreneurs to their envi-
ronment and external knowledge sources is important, it is not enough.
Sponsors must also help entrepreneurs understand and address their own
knowledge limitations and biases, especially their tendency toward premature
satisficing.

First, our findings suggest that sponsors help entrepreneurs avoid under- or
overreacting to external knowledge, as they appear susceptible to both. For
example, although sponsors connect entrepreneurs to others in their environ-
ment who provide advice, entrepreneurs may overreact to the advice when
they fail to recognize that advice givers also suffer from incomplete informa-
tion. Conversely, entrepreneurs may underreact when they think that such
advice may be erroneous, in which case their own confirmation biases may
lead to inappropriately discounting what is actually accurate advice. We find
that sponsors, such as accelerators, can effectively address these cognitive
challenges when they temporally concentrate advice (vs. spacing it out) such
that advice is more recent and thus more salient (Fiske and Taylor, 1991),
thereby helping founders better identify similarities and differences and so pat-
terns across multiple interactions. Hence, while prior studies suggest that
sponsors can help entrepreneurs identify knowledge gaps via an expanded
social network (Powell, Koput, and Smith-Doerr, 1996; Yli-Renko, Autio, and
Sapienza, 2001), our study suggests the added importance of sponsors shaping
the flow of such external interactions.

Second, our findings suggest that sponsors help entrepreneurs learn from
peers. Though the benefits of learning from peers are well documented in the
organizations literatures (Cyert and March, 1963; Levitt and March, 1988;
Haunschild and Miner, 1997), our data highlight that learning from peers is
especially challenging for entrepreneurs because peer ventures are often pri-
vately held, are not newsworthy, and actively try to limit disclosure to potential
rivals. Yet while learning from peers is hard, without it entrepreneurs may have
difficulty assessing the likely returns to additional search and may therefore
satisfice prematurely. We find that effective sponsors address this tension by
increasing disclosure of behaviors and performance across associated ventures
(e.g., other ventures involved in a VC portfolio, working in an incubator or sci-
ence park, or participating in an accelerator). As sponsors increase transpar-
ency, entrepreneurs become increasingly aware of the benefits of additional
search. Sponsors that promote greater transparency may also have a cascading
effect, because peers become more likely to share and collaborate with the
others as their understanding of each other increases. Our data thus suggest
that effective sponsors do not simply bring peers together but also establish
the otherwise unnatural norms needed for effective information exchange.

Third, our findings suggest that sponsors help ventures know where to
focus information gathering and search. Because founders struggle to know
what they do not know, they are prone to undersample relevant information,
thereby passing up opportunities to interact with outsiders who could provide
valuable insight. They are also prone to myopia (Levinthal and March, 1993)
that leads them to undersearch in many areas of their business model or
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strategy. Effective organizational sponsors address these cognitive challenges
by requiring activities and mandating a sequence of attention to different
aspects of venture development. This helps entrepreneurs engage in broader
search via information from others and to catch and address key issues prior to
execution or trial-and-error experimentation.

Implications for Entrepreneurship and Creative Revisions

Our results highlight how high-performing accelerators’ designs often depart in
important ways from the prescriptions of the lean-startup methodology promi-
nent in recent years in both the practice and teaching of entrepreneurship
(Ries, 2011; Blank, 2013). First, the lean methodology encourages entrepre-
neurs to learn via specific, falsifiable hypotheses. Yet intriguingly, we did not
see any ventures setting or testing hypotheses. One reason may be that know-
ing where to set hurdle levels for hypothesis testing can be difficult for new
ventures that lack historical performance. For example, if a venture is testing
its customer acquisition strategy, it is hard to know what conversion rate or
acquisition cost is good enough. Accelerators appear to address this conun-
drum by providing access to peers’ behaviors and performance. By observing
peers’ performance, ventures could know where to set hurdle levels.

Second, the lean-startup methodology also emphasizes using experiments
to test known assumptions in a venture’s business model. The emphasis of
accelerators, however, was to reignite, broaden, and improve the efficiency of
search, often by uncovering implicit assumptions, unknown problems, or previ-
ously unobserved opportunities—helping ventures identify which areas of their
business required additional search and which did not. This helped overcome
one of lean startup’s limitations: knowing what assumptions have been impli-
citly made and thus knowing where to direct experimental learning. At other
times, consultations served as a rapid and low-cost form of experimentations
that guided future experiments.

Third, though the lean-startup methodology also stresses the importance of
incorporating information from potential customers in order to ‘‘pivot,’’ insight
from accelerators stresses the importance of front-loading such external infor-
mation. Consistent with lean methodology, accelerators encouraged ventures
to incorporate feedback from a broad array of external knowledge sources,
including customers, mentors, peers, and managing directors, but they specifi-
cally encouraged ventures to front-load such external interactions to stabilize
strategy prior to implementation. Thus while discourse on lean entrepreneur-
ship has focused on how startups gather information to pivot or change as they
develop their business, our data suggest that popular discourse may overem-
phasize pivoting while underemphasizing the importance of ‘‘planting’’ strategy.
The startups at the top-performing accelerators in this study rarely made
significant pivots after the first month of the program. Instead, they changed
scope and levels of abstraction. For example, a Fir founder explained, ‘‘The
core of the business stayed constant to this day. Yet, our vision with that
became much, much, much bigger.’’ A Redwood founder concurred: ‘‘It’s
evolutionary—you have growth along the growth curve, not a pivot or changing
direction.’’ An implication of these observations is that entrepreneurs may want
to direct their attention toward pivoting during discovery but toward planting
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afterwards. Overall, our study sheds light on the importance of learning from
others prior to engaging in experimentation.

We also add to the emerging conversation on the importance of external
feedback to creative revisions. This work contends that feedback from external
parties is essential to the creative revision process (Harrison and Rouse, 2015;
Perry-Smith and Mannucci, 2015; Harrison and Dossinger, 2017), though it may
also be inhibited by the personal identities of the creators (Grimes, 2017). Our
own research echoes and reinforces these themes, further highlighting the
potentially beneficial role of external feedback and explicating practices such as
concentrating consultation that may encourage creators to accept identity-
challenging feedback. We also add to this discussion with the insight that, at
least in the context of entrepreneurship, creators generally need more feed-
back than they are naturally inclined to seek and that front-loading and concen-
trating external feedback is critically important to overcome venture founders’
tendency to prematurely satisfice. Also, whereas this literature has largely
focused on the creative individual or the dyadic interactions of the creative indi-
vidual and advice givers, we focus on the overall structure of advice giving
across advice givers.

Finally, our study adds to the entrepreneurship literature by offering a deep
understanding of what accelerators do. Accelerators are increasingly prevalent
in the landscape of entrepreneurship and even corporate innovation, so this
understanding has broad applicability. For accelerator program directors and
policy makers, our research identifies key design choices that influence accel-
erators’ impact, and for entrepreneurs, our research articulates the designs
they should look for when selecting an accelerator. Our research also has prac-
tical applications for university-run accelerators and entrepreneurship courses.

Limitations and Future Research

While our study’s nested multiple-case design allowed us to uncover specific
accelerator designs through detailed within-case analysis and replicate findings
across accelerators and ventures, future deductive work is needed to test
which core activities are most important. Such deductive work could also con-
trol for unobserved heterogeneity and improve the generalizability of our find-
ings. Follow-on work may also utilize methods such as instrumental variables
or field experiments to better estimate the causal impact of the accelerator
practices we identified. Future work might also explore why seemingly similar
accelerators developed different designs or might use QCA methodology to
explore what drives variance in startup (versus accelerator) outcomes. Also,
accelerator designs have continued to evolve. Some newer programs have a
vertical industry focus and might have different types of mentors. Future work
could see if these and other newer design choices matter. These are particu-
larly important boundary conditions, as simply replicating the design elements
described herein may not lead to similar outcomes if the initial quality of the
ventures or mentors is below some minimal threshold.

In addition, while our research setting provided a unique opportunity to study
multiple startups in a relatively short period of time, it is possible that theory
developed in this setting might not generalize to other settings, in particular to
incubators, universities, or larger organizations with open-innovation philoso-
phies, and so future research is needed to test boundary conditions. Finally, we
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invite future research to see if the structure of external information influences
established firms’ ability to process it. This could be a particularly interesting
area for scholars of open innovation.

We have set forth accelerators as an exciting area for future research. With
thousands of ventures participating each year in programs across the globe,
they provide a window to early-stage entrepreneurs, who have historically been
difficult to observe, and are interesting as an emerging but increasingly preva-
lent organizational form.
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